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Executive Summary 
A computed tomography (CT) and gamma-ray-based nondestructive assay 

technology has been developed that can identify and quantify all detectable 
radionuclides (with emphasis on transuranic, TRU, isotopes) in waste drums. 
The technology uses a radioactive source to simultaneously map on a voxel-by- 
voxel basis any number of selected monoenergetic gamma-ray attenuations for 
an entire waste drum. This mode is called active computed tomography or ACT. 
A second measurement without the ACT source, passively records in CT fashion 
the entire gamma-ray energy spectrum emitted from the drum also on a voxel- 
by-voxel basis. The passive CT or PCT data are coupled with the ACT data to 
reconstruct and nondestructively assay (NDA) the contents of a radioactive waste 
drum. From these data radioactive waste content is identified and quantitative 
TRU gram amounts of detected isotopes are determined. Thus, a Pu-equivalent 
mass, an alpha-Curie value and total specific power can be determined for low- 
level, TRU and mixed-waste drums. 

The active and passive computed tomography (A&PCT) technology currently 
utilizes a single, high-purity germanium (HPGe) detector to collect gamma-ray 
spectra in both ACT and PCT data acquisition. This technique is very simply 
calibrated by recording only one measurement of the gamma-ray emissions from 
a NIST-traceable source at a known location within an empty drum. Once 
calibrated the A&XT measurements can be made of any drum with a known or 
unknown, homogeneous or heterogeneous waste matrix. No other information 
is required about drum content and no other calibration steps or matrix 
correction factors are necessary. In this technology and others measurement 
times depend on the density of the waste matrix and activity levels of the 
resident TRU isotopes. In our single-HPGe detector, proof-of-principle system the 
ACT and PCT measurement times varied from tens of hours each for dense 
sludge and/or matrices with low-gram TRU content to several hours each for 
matrices with high activity levels such as filters or low-density dry combustibles. 
In future multiple HPGe-detector A&XT systems, these measurement times 
will decrease by factors of from 10 to 40 or more. 

Two A&PCT systems were developed and tested. The first was located at the 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and culminates a ten-year 
R&D effort to define the capabilities of this technology. The second A&PCT 
system was developed over the past five years in cooperation with an industrial 
partner, Bio-Imaging Research, Inc., of Lincolnshire, IL. The latter system was 
constructed into a mobile trailer, a waste inspection tomography (WIT) 
laboratory, along with additional nondestructive evaluation (NDE) x-ray 
measurement modalities. This mobile laboratory provides a complete NDA and 
NDE capability that is transportable to any DOE site. Both systems employ 
radioactive transmission sources to enable monoenergetic ACT waste-matrix 
attenuation measurements; both use a HPGe detector for their ACT and PCT 
measurements; and both use a staging system to manipulate the drum or source- 
detector pair to enable the A&PCT data to be acquired. WIT has been fully 
operational for the past two years. 
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Executive Summary continued page 2 

Results of two performance demonstration program (PDF’) test measurements 
for the LLNL system using the UCSF-MLEM assay code show it to have a -30% 
bias, but with precision at or below 1% for 15 replicate measurements. In 
addition, the LLNL system gave high-positive bias results for drums with low 
TRU content; however, this appears to be a result of reconstruction/assay codes 
that improperly handled statistical zero counts. Reanalysis of these data using 
improved passive CT reconstruction/assay codes (APCT-MLEM and APCTCCG) 
reduced both biases. For drums with sufficient counting statistics the negative 
bias has been reduced to about 10%. 

The WIT system participated in three different blind performance test 
measurement programs: the rapid commercialization initiative (RCI); the 
capability evaluation project (CEP); and the PDP. Results in total bias (Oh recovery) 
and precision (% relative standard deviation) for these three tests of WIT/A&PCT 
using the UCSF-MLEM assay code are 119 and not measured; 125 and 2.9; and 104 
and 2.2, respectively, The WIT RCI test did not include replicate measurements 
thus precision was not measured. WIT’s 239Pu mass %R and %RSD are 132 and 
2.3, respectively, for known surrogate drums. These results are independent of 
matrix type and activity level. For 239Pu content greater than 45 g the 
WIT/A&PCT total bias in %R is 101; therefore the overall bias of +30% appears to 
be due primarily to the assay of low gram amount drums, which were assayed 
using insufficient data acquisition times. 

The A&PCT technology has demonstrated compliance with the National 
Transuranic Program quality assurance objectives through three separate blind 
performance tests using two different A&&CT systems. Calibration of both 
systems is simple and fast (-2 hr.). It requires the measurement of only one 
NIST- traceable point source at a known distance from the detector. Most 
importantly this calibration does not require the use of any surrogate waste 
matrices or radioactive working reference materials. 

Future work underway for the WIT system includes an upgrade from one 
HPGe detector to six. These six detectors coupled with an improved PCT 
scanning protocol will enable both the ACT and PCT measurements to be made 
from 10 to 40 times faster depending on activity level and matrices. An 
improved gamma-ray spectroscopy analysis code will enable almost all TRU 
isotopes, as well as other infrequently occurring waste radioactivity, to be 
identified. This improved code may reveal when self-absorbing lumps of TRU 
material, especially plutonium, are present. Finally, we look forward to 
beginning to “fuse” results from this gamma-ray-based CT technology with 
results from both the NDE x-ray-based and the NDA neutron-based 
measurements. Such “data fusion” should lead to a more complete 
characterization and more accurate assays for all types of waste-drum matrices. 
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I. Introduction 
The Mixed Waste Focus Area (MWFA) Characterization Development 

Strategy delineates an approach to resolve technology deficiencies associated 
with the characterization of mixed wastes. The intent of this strategy is to 
ensure the availability of technologies to support the Department of Energy’s 
(DOE) mixed-waste, low-level or transuranic (TRU) contaminated waste 
characterization management needs. To this end the MWFA has defined and 
coordinated characterization development programs to ensure that data and 
test results necessary to evaluate the utility of non-destructive assay 
technologies are available to meet site contact handled waste management 
schedules. 

Requirements used as technology development project benchmarks are 
based in the National TRU Program Quality Assurance Program Plan. These 
requirements include the ability to determine total bias and total 
measurement uncertainty. These parameters must be completely evaluated 
for waste types to be processed through a given nondestructive waste assay 
system constituting the foundation of activities undertaken in technology 
development projects. Once development and testing activities have been 
completed, Innovative Technology Summary Reports are generated to 
provide results and conclusions to support EM-30, -40, or -60 end user or 
customer technology selection. The active and passive computed 
tomography non-destructive assay system is one of the technologies selected 
for development by the MWFA. 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) has developed the active 
and passive computed tomography (A&XT) nondestructive assay (NDA) 
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technology to identify and accurately quantify all detectable radioisotopes in 
closed containers of waste. This technology will be applicable to all types of 
waste regardless of their classification-low level, transuranic or mixed. Mixed 
waste contains radioactivity and hazardous organic species. The scope of our 
technology is to develop a non-invasive waste-drum scanner that employs 
the principles of computed tomography and gamma-ray spectral analysis to 
identify and quantify all of the detectable radioisotopes. Once this and other 
applicable technologies are developed, waste drums can be nondestructively 
and accurately characterized to satisfy repository and regulatory guidelines 
prior to disposal. 

1.A General Background 

During the past 50 years most DOE sites that support defense programs 
have had, and some continue to have, operations that process uranium (U) 
and/or plutonium (Pu). These processes include steps which produce very 
pure actinide products, but they also generate waste products. Since the 1960s 
traditional material control and accountability Safeguards has focused on the 
measurement of nearly ideal samples containing tens of grams to kilogram 
quantities of actinides such as pure uranium or pure plutonium oxides, 
solutions or metals. The kinds of NDA technologies developed to measure 
these products included both gamma-ray-based instruments, such as the 
segmented gamma-ray scanner (SGS), and neutron-based active and passive 
counters. 

In the late 1980s when it became important to DOE’s Environmental 
Restoration and Waste Management Program to begin characterizing wastes, 
many laboratories chose to adapt existing safeguards techniques to measure 
the amount of transuranic isotopes found in waste drums. At first, this 
seemed appropriate; however, it soon became clear that these methods and 
their assumptions were not necessarily adequate for certain waste form 
configurations. Some laboratories then chose to develop hybrid instruments 
that attempted to correct for the waste matrix and source configuration effects. 
Unfortunately, these hybrid instruments yield accurate answers only if 
separate calibrations are carried out for all possible waste matrices in which 
the transuranic isotopes might be found. To do so becomes time consuming 
and very costly because surrogate waste matrices must be constructed to cover 
all possible heterogeneous combinations of wastes that might be encountered 
within the DOE’s waste complex. It would be more cost effective for DOE to 
develop a technology that obtains assay results independent of waste drum 
content. This greatly reduces the number of calibration drums required. 

Subsequently, it has become clear that the characterization of the generated 
wastes, which contain U, Pu and other actinides, may require more than one 
technology as a function of waste type that can identify and quantify the 
radioactive content within waste containers such as 208-liter drums (55- 
gallon) and other sizes. [QAP96] Preferably, as many waste containers as 
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possible will be assayed non invasively, because the analysis cost per opened 
container is prohibitively expensive. Categories for wastes containing 
radioactivity include contact-handled TRU, low level (LLW), or mixed. 
DOE’s major decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) effort will also 
generate radioactive wastes that must be categorized as TRU, LLW, or mixed. 
Such wastes also exist within the nuclear power industry;[LEV95]l thus, once 
the computed tomography technology and others are developed, they can be 
utilized to properly characterize all categories of radioactive wastes. 

Some of the non-destructive waste assay capabilities needed to support the 
DOE’s contact-handled mixed waste characterization are a function of the 
waste forms in inventory. These waste forms exhibit a number of variables 
that impact assay system response and must be taken into account in order to 
ensure valid measurements. Such variables include; matrix density, matrix 
elemental composition, matrix density distribution, radionuclide and isotopic 
composition, physical and chemical form of the radioactive material, and 
their distributions within the waste matrix. Certain combinations of these 
variables result in waste configurations within the assay capability of one or 
more of the existing NDA systems. Other combinations prevalent in the 
inventory are outside the assay capability of existing systems. 

To a certain extent commonly employed gamma-ray-based NDA 
techniques rely on the assumption that the sample matrix and the activity are 
in a uniform configuration. In fact, waste drums are often heterogeneous in 
matrix and radionuclide material distribution, and span a wide range of 
composition and matrix type. Thus, NDA system errors are related to non- 
uniform measurement responses associated with unknown radioactive 
source spatial distributions and matrix heterogeneities. These errors can be 
reduced by imaging techniques that better measure the spatial locations of 
sources and matrix attenuations.[LEV95a, DUN97, & EST941 

A key difference between our technology and the others being developed 
is that we sought to develop a technology that would measure the amount of 
detectable transuranic isotopes in any waste matrix with few or no 
assumptions. For example, we do not make any assumptions or need 
correction factors for any waste stream, nor do we calibrate for a particular 
waste stream. All waste streams are treated the same in all of our assay 
measurements. Furthermore, in order to address both the concerns of the 
National TRU Program and the levels of radioactivities found in medical and 
commercial reactor wastes, the technology would measure any detectable 
gram amount of material found within any type of waste matrix. The assay 
time would be adjustable to reflect the amount of radioactivity content in the 
waste and the density of the waste matrix, both of which affect assay time. The 
technology operates in a manner similar to polyenergetic, x-ray-based 
computed tomography, which is used in the medical community to image 

’ All references throughout the text are indicated by a bracketed alphanumeric, i.e., [REF98] 
and are included in Section VI References, page 658 
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the brain and gastro-intestinal regions of a human patient. Once calibrated 
the A&XT technology can fully account for measurement complications 
such as heterogeneities in the waste matrix and unknown distributions of 
different radioisotopes. No other calibration steps are necessary. Thus, the 
A&PCT development and testing project will enhance the overall utility of 
waste assay. 

In addition to our work, there are several development efforts under way 
for the NDA of waste.2 In the U.S. they include neutron techniques[HEN97, 
HOG97, HOL97], gamma-ray techniques[EST97, PRE95 & GRE97], or a 
combination of these two [BEC97, PIC98]. In addition, other efforts at 
laboratories outside the U. S. include: [GOT91, RE192, KAW90 LEV95a, 
COU98]. Of these, two in the U.S. [PRE95, GRE97] and four outside [REI92, 
KAW90, LEV95a, COU98] are using a CT approach. The efforts in Germany, 
Hungary and France are behind ours, while the effort at Hitachi Energy 
Research has been completed. The LANL tomographic gamma-ray scanner 
(TGS) effort is at about the same stage as LLNL’s development effort. The 
commercialization of LLNL’s A&PCT technology has been transferred to Bio- 
Imaging Research, Inc. (BIR).[BER95, MAR95, ROB981 

1.B Introduction to A&PCT Technology 

Gamma-ray spectroscopy with high-energy resolution germanium 
detectors has been successfully used as a quantitative radioactive assay 
method for many years. The excellent energy resolution associated with the 
use of high purity germanium (HPGe) detectors allows for accurate 
radionuclide identification. The energy resolution provided by HPGe 
detectors increases the signal to noise relative to that from other scintillation 
detectors thereby enabling accurate peak areas (or counts) to be extracted from 
very complicated spectra. For point sources there are several methods 
available to relate these peak areas to absolute assay values. 

However, for many sample-detector geometries the point source 
assumption is not valid and it is difficult to relate peak areas to absolute 
intensities without calibration sources of the same energy and geometry. This 
problem arises because of the difficulty in calculating the detector solid angle 
for extended sources; this is made even more complicated when sample self- 
absorption is important. For sources that are roughly the same size as the 
detector there are methods that can relate the extended source efficiency to 
point source calibration data. However, these methods become less reliable as . 
the source dimensions become much larger than the detector. This is the case 
for the problem we discuss here, i.e., the assay of 208-L drums using a 0.2 L 
detector. Moreover, these conventional gamma ray spectroscopy methods are 
most applicable when the source is uniformly distributed in a homogeneous 

’ Several good references for the contempory research, development, application and imple- 
mentation of NDA systems are given in the Proceedings of the 4th, 5th and 6th NDA/NDE 
Waste Characterization Conferences.[NDA] 
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attenuating matrix. Real waste drums rarely, if ever, have completely 
homogeneous radioactive material distribution within a homogeneous 
attenuating matrix. 

Gamma-ray spectroscopy techniques have been implemented to address 
the waste drum assay problem. One commonly applied technique is the 
LANL developed segmented gamma-ray spectrometry (SGS) technique. The 
SGS technique is an accepted gamma-ray method throughout the DOE for 
assaying radioactive materials contained in waste drums. The SGS technique 
measures spatially averaged gamma-ray intensities in 8 to 10 segments, i.e., 
horizontal disk-shaped slices of the drum. The average matrix attenuation 
value for each slice is measured by the transmission of an external source. 
These attenuation values are used to correct each section’s average passive 
gamma-ray emitted intensity. The AWCT technology we are developing is a 
more refined technique that improves the imaging from 10 large segments to 
almost four thousand small volume elements or voxels. 

The A&PCT method allows the gamma-ray spectroscopy portion of the 
absolute assay problem to be broken down into a simpler analysis. The 
A&PCT technology uses two separate measurements both made on a voxel- 
by-voxel basis for the entire drum. The first is an active (or transmission) 
gamma-ray interrogation of a waste container such as a 20%liter drum3 by one 
or more external radioactive source(s); and the second is a passive (or 
emission) measurement of the radioactive source(s) within the drum. The 
results of these two measurements are combined to produce an attenuation 
corrected assay of the gamma-ray radioactivities in the drum as follows. The 
absolute detector efficiency can be directly related to calibration measurements 
of point sources. The solid angle is accounted for in the image reconstruction 
algorithm. The passive measurement localizes the radioactivity of interest 
into small size voxels (5.08 cm on a side). The active transmission source 
measurement provides data for an attenuation correction for each 
reconstructed passive voxel. The absolute assay can then be obtained by 
adding the counts in each of the voxels of the reconstructed passive CT image. 
Also, since some radionuclides of interest emit gamma-rays of more than one 
energy, one can obtain additional checks on the image reconstruction and the 
absolute assay results. 

II. Technology Description 

1I.A Theory 

Conventional active or transmission CT scanners measure the effects of 
an object on an incident beam or “ray” that travels in a straight path. For 

3 Throughout the text we will refer to a drum instead of a container since the A&PCT scanner 
was optimized for drums of about 200 liters volume. This does not imply that the A&PCT 
technology cannot assay other containers, e.g., we have assayed containers from 4 (1 gallon) to 
300 (83 gallons) liters in volume. 
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example, in x-ray or gamma-ray CT, the data measured are the photon 
intensities of the incident beam, I,[S(E),L], and the transmitted beam, 
Z[S(E),L], that was attenuated by the object along each ray path, L, for a photon 
energy spectrum S(E). (This is true to first order, ignoring the effects of 
gamma- and x-ray scattering.) 

The quantity that is reconstructed in CT is the value of some function, 
f[S(E),x], for some volume element, or voxel, at location x = (x,y,z) within 
the object. The reconstruction algorithms require line integrals, also called 
ray sums, for many ray paths L, which are defined as 

g[WL L] = I f[W), xldu t (IIA-El) 
L 

where du is the incremental distance along L. For x- and gamma-ray CT, these 
ray paths are determined from the intensity measurements using the Beer’s’ 
law relationship: 

&%E), L] = ln 4, [W% L] [ I m% L] * (II.A-E2) 

These ray sums over many paths are needed to reconstruct f[S(E),x]. 

II.A.l Active Computed Tomography (ACT) 
Conventionally, industrial and medical CT use an x-ray machine source 

with a wide energy spectrum and a current-integrating detector that integrates 
the energy deposited by photons over all energies. The resultant attenuation 
image is given by 

f[XE),x] = ~p[pW,z(x),E)1E (polyenergetic), 
S(E) 

(II.A-E3) 

where p is the linear attenuation coefficient, which is a function of volume 
density, p, and the atomic number, Z. Note that the resultant attenuation is 
integrated over the entire energy spectrum. The A&PCT nuclear-spectroscopy- 
based drum scanner differs from the conventional scanners in that it 
discriminates between photons of different energies. In this case, the resultant 
image is given by 

f(E, x> = j-&NWWLEl (monoenergetic). (II.A-E4) 

The results are thus a discrete quantitative measurement of the linear 
attenuation coefficient at one energy E; i.e., there is no integration over the 
energy spectrum S(E). 

The ray path, L, is simplified if we consider a single 2-D x-y plane fixed 
along the longitudinal axis, z, of a waste drum. We can treat a single discrete 
x- or gamma-ray beam in that plane as a line or ray path defined by s, the 
distance between the ray path and the (X-Y) origin, and 8, the angle of the s axis 
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from the x axis. The transmitted (or active) beam intensity I(E,s,0) for this ray 
path at a fixed energy, E, is 

I@, s, 0) = z,,(E, s, 6) exp[ -11 p(~, x, y)&x cos o t y sin 0 - s)dxdy] , (II.A-E5) 

where p(E,x,y) is the spatial distribution of the linear attenuation coefficients 
at energy, E; I0 is the intensity of the incident beam; and 6 is the Dirac delta 
function. The equation for the ray path is xcose + ysine - s = 0. As mentioned 
earlier the argument of the exponential is known as a ray sum, g(E,s,B), and in 
this case it is equal to 

g(E, S, 0) = In 4,(-C s, 0) [ I = 
ICE, s, 0) ss P(J% x, Y)& xcos8 + ysin8 - s)dxdy , (II.A-E6) 

It is useful to note that the CT ray sum is analogous to a simple gamma-ray 
transmission gauge experiment. 

The set of ray sums at all values of s at a given elevation (slice) for a fixed 
E and 8 is called a “projection,” and a complete set of parallel-beam 
projections at all 8 (from 0 to 180” or 360”) for a fixed E is called a “sinogram.” 
From measurements of I and IO, a complete ACT sinogram can be determined; 
and various methods have been devised to reconstruct CL, the linear 
attenuation coefficient, with filtered backprojection (FBI’) being the most 
common.[BUD79] Therefore, lo is the parameter determined by image 
reconstruction of the ACT measurements at a selected energy value and 
voxel. For a waste drum, the attenuation due to the drum’s contents, whether 
heterogeneous or homogeneous, is accurately measured in the third 
dimension by measuring sinograms at different z planes (or elevations) of the 
drum. Note that ACT does not measure the presence or identity of any 
radioisotope, source strength or activity within a waste drum. They are 
measured by passive computed tomography (PCT). 

II.A.2 Passive Computed Tomography (PCT) 
As stated, PCT is used to measure the identity and quantity of gamma-ray 

emitting radionuclides within a waste drum. The ray sum for passive or 
single-photon-emitted CT (sometimes called SPECT) imaging, g1/(E,s,e), is 
defined by [BUD791 

g,(E,d) = I, = SSp(E,x,y)a(E,x,y,s,e)6( xcose + ysin8 - s)dxdy, (II.A-E7) 

where I, are the counts measured at each ray sum position and 

a(E,x,y,s,O) = exp 
[ 

detector 

- jj p(E,x’,y’)&x’cosO + y’sin8 - s)dx’dy’ 
I 

, (II.A-E8) 
XY 

is the half-line attenuation integral from the (~,y) position to the detector 
position defined by (~$3); and p(E,x,y) are the photons of energy E emitted per 
unit volume per unit time for each voxel within a waste drum. 
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A single-photon-emitted ray sum is the integrated radioisotope activity, 
modified by one or a multiple of exponential attenuations, along the path 
from the source position within the drum to the detector. The influence of 
the term a(E,x,y,s,O) depends on the magnitude and distribution of the 
attenuations within a waste drum, which are typically large and 
nonhomogeneous for most energies emitted. To obtain the most accurate 
results from the PCT measurements, the energy-dependent attenuations 
must be determined from ACT measurements. The commonly used 
assumption of a constant attenuation coefficient (e.g., the SGS method) is 
inadequate for accurate measurements of inhomogeneous waste matrices. 

II.A.3 Coupling Active and Passive Computed Tomography 
Coupling the ACT and PCT modes allows accurate and quantitative 

attenuation corrections to be determined specific to the location of any 
radioactivity detected. That is, once the attenuation caused by the waste 
matrix and geometry of the CT scanner is accounted for, an accurate 
measurement of the emitted photons, p, from a radioisotope is determined. 
The radioisotopic activity from a particular radioisotope gamma ray, j, is 
determined as follows: 

(ILA-E9) 

where Cj(E) is the total photons per unit time obtained from the sum of all 
the voxels at energy E for the reconstruction of the passive CT data corrected 
by the ACT attenuation map. Once the total photons are obtained, the activity, 
Aj, is obtained from 

Aj(mCi) = Cj (E) 
t&(E)Pjk ’ 

(ILA-ElO) 

where t is the ray sum integration time, e(E) is the HPGe efficiency4 at the 
particular energy E of the emitted gamma ray measured, p. is the branching 
ratio for this particular gamma ray, and k is the constant 3!7x107 disintegrations 
per second per millicurie. Finally, the measured activity is converted to a 
specific gram value mass, m, using 

mj(c9)=$ I (II.A-Eli) 
v 

where mj is. the mass in grams of radioisotope j, that has a specific activity 
given by AiP. 

The one sigma standard deviation total measurement uncertainty, TMU, 
is given by the following equation: 

(II.A-E12) 

4 This does not include the solid angle since it is accounted for in the image reconstruction and 
assay algorithm as discussed in Section II.B.3. 
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where the bias, tibias, is given by 

(ILA-E13) 

and ORSD is the appropriate relative standard deviation of the precision derived 
from the multiple replicate measurements for the activity range measured. In 
equation II.A-E13, ostat is the statistical uncertainty in the gamma-ray peak 
measurement, crisO is the uncertainty in the isotopic ratio measurement and obbias 
is the bias determined from tests in which assay measurements are made of 
surrogate waste drums containing known amounts of TRU. The protocols 
required for some of these measurements are defined in the QAPP [QAP96] or 
PDP [PDP97]. 

1I.B A&PCT Technology 

In order to assay an unknown waste drum using gamma-ray active and 
passive CT three techniques are required. These techniques are: (1) Gamma- 
ray spectroscopy data acquisition in both the active (A) and passive (P) CT 
modes; (2) Analysis of the gamma-ray spectra acquired in both the A and P 
modes; and (3) Reconstruction of both the A and P images. It is useful to 
describe briefly the principles and issues associated with each of these 
techniques to better understand the challenges of the NDA of waste drums. 

II.B.l A&PCT Data Acquisition 
Our active and passive computed tomography technology employs a 

scanner that uses high purity germanium (HPGe) detectors and their 
associated electronics.[DEBBB, MAR91, ROB91 & ROB941 It differs from 
conventional transmission CT scanners in that it discriminates between 
photons of different energies. The quantity that is reconstructed in active CT 
is the linear attenuation coefficient (II) value for some volume element, or 
voxel, at location x, y, and z within a drum (see Eq. II.A-E4). The voxel size 
and clarity are defined by scan and image reconstruction parameters. For a 
waste drum, the attenuation due to its contents is accurately measured in 
three dimensions and displayed as a sequence of two dimensional images at 
different z planes (or elevations) of the drum, or as a 3-D volume or surface 
rendered image. As noted above in Section II.A.l, active CT does not identify 
any isotope or measure the source strengths of any radioactivities within a 
waste drum. 

Passive CT is used to measure and determine both the identity and the 
strength of radioisotope sources within a drum. The ray sum for passive or 
single-photon-emitted CT (sometimes called SPECT) imaging is the counts 
(see Eq. II.A-E7) measured in disintegrations (d) per unit volume per unit 
time of a source within a waste drum. Therefore, a single-photon-emitted ray 
sum is the integrated radioisotope activity, modified by one or a multiple of 
exponential attenuations, along the path from a source position within a 
drum to the detector. The function that is imaged for passive CT is the counts 
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corrected for matrix attenuation at one or more energies for all detectable 
radioisotopes within a drum. The gamma-ray spectrometry detection 
equipment collects the entire energy spectrum for each integration point and 
the radioisotopes are identified by their characteristic peaks within the energy 
spectrum (see Section II.B.2). 

II.B.l.l Data Acquisition Hardware 
The hardware required to perform both active and passive modes consist 

of four principle components. These are: (1) Active source: used to acquire the 
active attenuation map; (2) Energy discriminating detector: used in both the 
active and passive modes; (3) Staging system: for manipulating the drum or 
source and detector during data acquisition; and (4) Computer system: used to 
acquire data and control staging. 

These four components are shown in Figure II.B.l-1. The active source is a 
radioactive gamma-ray source that typically provides multiple mono-energetic 
peaks from 180-keV to about 1.3 MeV. These gamma-ray peaks do not need to 
be the same energy as the gamma-rays emitted from within a waste container 
because interpolation between any two nearest neighboring active peaks or 
extrapolation can be performed. The HPGe detector is very efficient and has a 
relatively large-collimated aperture. Typically, we have used a radioactive 
source of a few mCi. The A&PCT method requires a high-energy resolution 
detector for identification and quantification of all detectable radionuclides. 
Therefore, we use a high energy resolution and high detection efficient 
germanium detector and associated spectroscopy electronics. 

Figure II.B.l-1 The four major components (four shaded regions) of a 
nuclear-spectroscopy based active and passive tomography system. 
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Two other important components of the A&PCT scanner are the 
collimators for both the active source and detector. The apertures in these 
collimators are square. The detector-collimator aperture defines the spatial 
resolution (proportional to the voxel size) of the active-attenuation CT image 
and the corrected-passive CT image. The source collimator is used to direct 
radiation towards the detector only thus minimizing radiation that is not 
required in the active portion of the assay process. This ensures better data 
(reduced scatter), provides a safer operating environment, and eliminates any 
cross-detector transmissions when multiple transmission sources are used 
with multiple detectors. 

Through simulation we studied the trade-off between spatial resolution 
and signal-to-noise.[KET95] Further, an optimum system design is dependent 
on expected emission source distribution and activity. Results of our 
simulation work revealed that A&XT systems with collimated square 
apertures from 2.5 to 7.5 cm on a side will perform best. In order to ensure 
that the detector fills the entire aperture area we need a large diameter 
detector. The largest diameter detectors with high counting efficiency are 
about 8.2 cm diameter. A large detector aperture reduces the assay time in two 
ways. First, a larger aperture utilizes more detector surface area providing a 
larger solid angle; second, it yields the advantage of fewer measurement 
positions (less sampling). Finally, we found that the aspect ratio (aperture 
length divided by aperture width) performs best if it is in the range of 5:l to 
lO:l.[KET95] The smaller the aperture aspect ratio, the closer the detector will 
be to the waste drum; hence, the higher the counting rate because of the larger 
solid angle subtended. It is important to note that this has to be traded off 
with the spatial resolution required to get accurate assay results. For example, 
an improvement of a factor of two in spatial resolution in all dimensions 
requires a measurement duration at least eight times longer. 

Data are acquired by either manipulating the drum, or manipulating the 
drum and source/detector pair. If only the drum is manipulated, the staging 
system must be capable of translating, elevating, and rotating the drum. For 
other cases, the source/detector pair may translate and/or elevate instead of 
the drum. Typically, for a single detector A&XT system, either the waste 
drum or the source/detector pair is discretely translated by a distance equal to 
the detector collimator’s horizontal aperture dimension. For a single-detector 
system, the translation is performed for all ray sums required. If there were a 
sufficient number of detectors to cover a full transverse section of the drum, 
there would be no need to translate the drum. Thus, only drum rotation and 
elevation would be required for an assay. 

The computer systems shown schematically in Figure II.B.l-1 are used to 
control the staging system, acquire data from the spectroscopy electronics, 
perform pre-processing functions, reconstruct data, and determine the final 
assay. The reconstruction process is discussed in Section II.B.3. The A&PCT 
systems typically use PC computers to acquire data. After data acquisition, the 
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pre-processing and reconstruction and assay processes can be performed on 
any computer such as a SUN5, SG15 or PC. 

II.B.1.2 Data Acquisition Software 
The CT data acquisition software is written in C-code and consists of: (1) 

Input/output interface; (2) Stage control; (3) Data acquisition and digitization; 
and (4) Data preprocessing. The following paragraphs discuss each of these 
considerations in turn. 

The input/output interface provides a window for entering the required 
scan parameters and other pertinent information about each CT scan. This 
information is stored on the disk in a CT parameter file in text format. This 
CT parameter file accompanies the data through the acquisition, 
reconstruction and assay reporting processes. All of the software programs 
associated with these processes must accept the CT parameter file’s format. 
One CT parameter file is generated for each energy region of interest for both 
the projection data set and the reconstruction data set. The CT parameters are 
divided into several categories within the file and include information on: 
each scan, projection, active radiation source, detector and source geometry 
and collimators, HPGe detector specifications, scan-time parameters, reporting 
parameters, simulation (if applicable), and reconstruction. Some parameters 
are specific to the individual scanner that produced the data. 

Stage control requires communication between the acquisition computer 
and the motor controller. Communication is usually accomplished through 
an RS232 port on the acquisition computer. The staging control subroutines 
in the data acquisition program typically vary depending on the manufacturer 
of the staging system being used and the CT scan geometry. 

Data acquisition and digitizing subroutines depend on the detector system 
being used in the CT scanner. We acquire data from a single high-purity 
germanium detector where the sum of all interactions within the HPGe 
detector is digitized. The magnitude of the digitized signal is related to the 
energy of the sum of the photon interactions detected. 

Each individual CT scanner dictates specific preprocessing methods and 
the number of preprocessing steps required as a result of the differing physical 
characteristics (i.e., source and detector systems used). The main preprocessing 
procedure consists of calculating the ray sums from the raw gamma-ray 
counts. Incident and transmitted counts are used to calculate ACT ray sums 
(see Eq. II.A-E6). These ray sums are used as input to the ACT image 
reconstruction codes. For XT the emitted counts for all ray sums are 
combined with the attenuation images (see Eqs. II.A.-E6 and II.A-E7) to 
produce attenuation corrected PCT images of photons per unit time per voxel. 
These images are used to obtain a specific isotopic activity and mass using Eqs. 
II.A-E9 through Ell. 

5 This does not imply that LLNL endorses either product or vendor. 
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There are three important properties in acquiring both active and passive 
ray sums. First, the geometry of the ray paths (i.e., the source and detector 
positions in the object coordinate system) must be completely known; second, 
at any given geometric position, the incident and transmitted counts must be 
accurately measured and recorded during ACT, and the emitted counts for a 
specific energy gamma ray or the entire spectrum must be accurately 
measured and recorded during passive CT; and third, for multiple-HPGe 
detector scanners, all preprocessed detector responses to a given energy and 
intensity must be identical; therefore, the responses from multiple HPGe 
detectors must be normalized to one value for all of the detectors. 

II.B.1.3 Data Acquisition Modes and Protocols 
We have two main protocols or modes of operation. These are collimated 

gamma-ray scanning (CGS) and A&PCT. The CGS protocol is used to quickly 
determine the location of radioactivity with respect to height within a drum 
and to determine the data acquisition scan parameters (e.g., number of slices 
and scan time) required. The A&PCT protocol is used to accurately assay the 
radioactivity within a waste drum. Both the CGS and the A&PCT protocols 
employ the active and passive modes of drum scanning. 

In the CGS protocol gamma-ray data is integrated while the drum is 
continuously rotated for each slice in both the active and passive drum scan 
modes. A full drum requires 18 slices. In the active mode the transmission 
source is opened and data for specific energy regions of interest (EROI) are 
obtained. In the passive mode, the transmission source is shuttered and 
selected EROIs or the entire gamma-ray spectrum is recorded. 

In the A&PCT protocol a set of transverse ray sums at one angle (a 
projection) are acquired at all translational positions until the drum diameter 
has been traversed. After each projection is acquired, the drum is rotated 
slightly for the next projection acquisition. In the active mode, projections are 
acquired over X30”, and in the passive mode they are acquired over 360”. Once 
a full set of projections are acquired, the drum or the source-detector pair is 
elevated by a distance equal to the vertical dimension of the detector’s 
collimator aperture. This vertical dimension is the slice thickness. For a full 
drum, 18 slices are acquired for both the active and passive modes. All of the 
slice projections are used to reconstruct an image of the waste drum’s 
attenuation (ACT) and emissions (XT). 

During an ACT data acquisition drum scan, EROIs are set for each of the 
major peaks of the transmission source since these are known. Data are 
collected from each EROI simultaneously for each ray sum acquired. The 
active data that are saved and used in the reconstruction process are the net 
counts, which are the gross counts in the full-energy energy peak at each EROI 
selected minus its background. 

In passive drum scans, the entire energy spectrum is acquired for each ray 
sum. This differs from the active mode because the energy peaks emitted 
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from within a waste drum are unknown. All of the emission spectra are used 
in one or more of several ways to evaluate the isotopic content of the waste 
drum’s content (see next section). 

II.B.2 Gamma-ray Spectroscopy Analysis Software 
The A&PCT data sets consist of hundreds of high-energy resolution 

gamma-ray spectra, one for each ray sum acquired. Generally, the statistics in 
each individual ray sum spectra are poor, but they can be summed to produce 
better quality spectra that can be analyzed by traditional gamma-ray 
spectroscopic analysis codes. Such an analysis can determine most of the 
radioactive isotopes present. This includes isotopes important to transuranic 
waste characterization, and isotopes that may be of interest to neutron-based 
NDA technologies or gamma rays that might interfere with the analysis. 

The analysis of the passive CT gamma-ray spectra also yield the mass 
ratios of the important plutonium isotopes. The A&PCT method could, in 
principle, determine a mass (see Eq II.A-Eli) for each of these isotopes by 
reconstructing the sinograms of their characteristic gamma-rays in the 
spectrum. However, that is rarely possible due to their poor statistics. Instead 
the A&PCT assay only needs to determine the mass of the most abundant 
TRU isotope, which is usually but not always 239Pu. Analysis of the spectra is 
used to determine other isotopic ratios. This information is used to calculate 
the thermal power, the total alpha-Curie activity, and the fissile gram 
equivalent necessary for the characterization of the waste. 

The A&PCT data acquisition code creates spectra in a binary format. We 
have developed a computer code that processes each of the ray-sum spectra. 
The code is written in standard FORTRAN and currently is implemented to 
run in MS Windows-NT on personal computers. Our gamma-ray analysis 
code reads these spectra and builds a summed binary spectrum as well as an 
ASCII spectrum data file. The actual spectral analysis is performed on this 
ASCII file which is saved for future analysis. In addition to forming the 
summed spectrum the code also analyzes each ray sum for all of the EROIs 
from a user-defined table. The results of this analysis provide gross and 
background counts from each EROI for each ray-sum. The resulting 
sinograms are then stored in a binary format used by the image 
reconstruction and assay code. 

II.B.2.1 Gamma-ray Spectral Analysis 
The gamma-ray spectroscopy analysis of the summed spectral data begins 

by fitting a universal background to the entire spectrum. The background for 
each channel in the spectrum is determined by a “peak erosion” technique; 
and this background is subtracted from the spectrum. Then, a standard peak- 
search algorithm is used to find peaks. All peaks determined are analyzed for 
centroid and area, and subsequently their energies are compared to a user- 
defined look-up table of known gamma-ray lines, primarily Pu, Am and U. 
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Obviously, the spectrum’s gain and zero (specified in a setup file) have to be 
well known for this comparison to be valid. In this first step, only individual 
peaks are checked against the known list. No detailed analysis is performed 
on peak multiplets. The peak search criteria are intentionally set loose so that 
some statistical anomalies are detected. This assures finding nearly all of the 
easily determined peaks. Background radiation isotopes (e.g., 40K, Th-U 
daughter products) are found in this step, in addition to those isotopes of 
specific interest. From the preliminary analysis, data are flagged for further 
analysis if there are U, Pu or Am gamma-ray peaks detected. At the present 
time, if no peaks from these three isotopes are detected, then the spectra is 
either a calibration spectrum or a spectrum that requires special analysis and 
is so flagged. 

To determine accurate peak areas the full energy peaks must be separated 
from the background and Compton continuum. X-ray and gamma-ray peak 
shapes differ. Thus one must have a mathematical description of both shapes 
as a function of energy. The peak and background fitting algorithms can vary 
the appropriate peak-shape parameters in order to obtain the best fit. The best 
fit is defined as the minimum least square difference between the data points 
and their calculated values. One must also have a list of known peak 
energies and their respective branching ratios for all gamma rays of interest. 

Currently, we examine each summed gamma-ray spectrum for the 
following TRU isotopic mass ratios: 238Pu/239Pu , 240Pu/239Pu, 241Pu/239Pu, 
235U/239Pu, and 241Am/239Pu. These ratio pairs are determined by analyzing 
closely spaced multiplets of gamma-ray lines emitted from these isotopes. In 
each case we use the known energies and branching ratios to fix as many 
parameters as possible in the least squares fit. The goal in the calculation is to 
generate a section of the spectrum mathematically from a set of peak shape 
parameters and intensities that most closely approximate the measured net 
signal. This best fit gives a minimum reduced Chi squared difference 
between the calculated signal and the measured data. 

To find the best fit, the equations describing the various peaks are 
approximated by using a first order Taylor’s series expansion about the trial 
values of the free parameters, which are adjusted to minimize differences 
between the equations and data. These adjustments are found by performing 
non-linear least-square iterations on the equations. This procedure is also 
known as the Gauss-Seidel or Newton-Raphson method. For rapid 
convergence the closer the initial choices are to the real values, the quicker 
the fitting process converges. One output of the fitting process is the best peak 
height of each isotopic peak. These are used to find the best measurement of 
the isotopic composition of an emission source. We also correct the extracted 
peak areas for efficiency and a general attenuation correction. These 
corrections can be important when the energy range of the analysis is more 
that 10 keV. 
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Presently, we analyze data in seven regions of the gamma-ray spectrum: 

l The region between 120 and 135 keV is analyzed to determine 
the 241Am/239Pu ratio. This region contains six peaks, but the 
analysis is determined by the ratio of the 239Pu peak at 129.3 keV 
and the peak at 125 keV from 241Am. However, all peaks in this 
region must be included in the fit to obtain a good analysis. This 
region gives a good indication of any excess americium in a 
drum as has been demonstrated by data collected at the Stored 
Waste Experimental Pilot Plant (SWEPP) located at the Idaho 
National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL) 
and subsequently analyzed by our code. 

l The region from 135 to 155 keV is used to determine the 
241Pu/239Pu ratio by comparing the 148.5-keV (241Pu) to the 144.2- 
keV transition of 239Pu. This analysis can be complicated by the 
presence of 235U and its transition at 143 keV. Similarly, the 152- 
keV peak of 238Pu can also be analyzed; however, for weapons 
grade Pu this is a rather weak transition which greatly limits the 
accuracy of the derived 238Pu/239Pu ratio. 

l The analysis of the 160-keV region should give the best 
information about the 240Pu/239P~ ratio. The doublet of strong 
transitions from these two isotopes at 160 keV can be a clear 
indication of the degree of “burn-up” in the plutonium. 
Unfortunately, this region is frequently contaminated by high 
Compton background in typical waste drum spectra, which 
limits the accuracy achievable. 

l The 20%keV transition is very prominent in the gamma-ray 
spectra of the A&PCT systems. This transition is from the decay 
of 237U to 237Np, the daughter of 241Am and granddaughter of 
241Pu. However, because of its higher specific activity, 241Pu 
dominates in most cases. This peak can be compared to the 203- 
keV peak of 239Pu for another determination of the mass ratios. 
If 235U is present its 205-keV peak is compared to the 208-keV 
peak to obtain its relative abundance. 

l The regions near 340 keV and at 375 keV give additional 
measurements of the 241Pu/239Pu and 241Am/239Pu ratios. 

l The 414-keV 239Pu transition is used in the PCT analysis. This 
region is also analyzed to look for possible contributions from 
237Np, which may be present in addition to the Pu isotopes. 

l The region above 600 keV contains peaks from 239Pu, 240Pu, and 
241Am and can be very useful in some cases. The high energies of 
these transitions allow them to escape from highly attenuating 
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waste matrices. However, branching ratios for these peaks are 
less than those for the lower energy regions so that the statistical 
quality of data for low waste-drum gram amounts is a problem. 

The results of the analysis of these regions is then combined into a report of 
the mass ratios. Subsequently, the data are combined with the assay data for 
239Pu (or 235U) to calculate the desired waste characterization parameters. This 
report lists the energies and intensities of the gamma rays found in a spectrum 
along with their identification when possible. Those peaks not found to agree 
with any listed in the table are flagged as unknowns. In the future, we intend 
to implement an option that if no isotopes from these three major elements 
(U, Pu, & Am) are found, the program will continue to search for other TRU 
isotopes that are identified as important to the neutron-based NDA techniques 
and to the WIPP WAC (e.g., 137Cs, et al., see section 1II.C and Appendix A). 

II.B.2.2 Self-Attenuation Correction Method 
Transuranic materials that are in a physical form other than diffuse 

distributions, e.g., greater than 500~pm diameter particle size-commonly 
referred to as lumps, are strongly self attenuating for gamma-rays typically 
used to determine radioisotopic information. Because of this, NDA 
techniques are susceptible to self-attenuation biases when the TRU material is 
in dense accumulations, agglomerations and/or large clumps. As an 
example, consider a sphere of Pu metal with a diameter, D. The fraction, F, of 
photons with energy, E, that can escape from such a sphere is given by 

F(D,E)=X 1-x2 ‘{ ~+[$+$]2}, (II.B.2-1) 

where X = p(E)*D and p(E) is the linear attenuation coefficient for the 
material at energy E. 

As can be seen from this equation the escape fraction is strongly dependent 
on the absorption coefficient, which is a function of the photon energy. For 
129 keV, less than 20% of such photons escape from a l-mm diameter sphere 
of Pu, whereas almost 90% of the 414-keV gamma rays would escape. This 
strong energy dependence may be able to be used to determine if there is a 
self-attenuation problem with the assay, and it can also be used to estimate 
the magnitude of this bias. The coarse size of the A&PCT volume elements 
do not allow a direct observation and/or correction of this form of 
attenuation. 

Our approach for correcting the A&PCT assay data for self-attenuation will 
be as follows. We will reconstruct emission images for the 203-, 345- and 414- 
keV gamma rays, and possibly the 129-keV gamma ray. Then we will calculate 
their corresponding Pu masses. If there is no self-attenuation problem, these 
assay values will be equal. However, self-attenuation could be inferred if the 
assay results strongly increase with photon energy. A first order correction for 
this could be obtained by finding a best fit for the particle size that would 
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reproduce the observed energy dependence. One could then recalculate the 
assay values using a correction for the escape fractions. 

II.B.3 Image Reconstruction and Assay Determination 
While it seems simple enough to assay the total radioactivity within a 

large distributed volume (a nuclear waste drum) by measuring the emitted 
radiation, the central difficulty is that an accurate absolute assay is impossible 
unless the emerging measured radiation can be corrected for the matrix 
attenuation it suffers. This correction requires knowledge of the spatial 
distribution and density of both emitters and absorbers throughout the 
volume. An accurate assay will necessarily involve a complete determination 
of the three-dimensional (3-D) structure of all radioisotopes present even 
though the original problem posed by the regulations requires only one 
number, the total radioactivity quoted as Pu-effective grams, contained 
within a waste drum. 

The active CT data is acquired and reconstructed using the robust 2-D 
filtered backprojection method described elsewhere.[BUD79] The resultant 2-D 
ACT slice data at a particular energy is merged into a 3-D array before it is 
submitted with the passive count data to the passive CT image reconstruction 
and assay algorithm. 

In order to assay the 3-D structure of a waste drum, it is divided into a set 
of voxels. The number of counts for all detectable radioisotopes is 
determined for each voxel (see Eq II.A-E7). The sum of the counts from all of 
the voxels (see Eq. II.A-E9) determines the non-destructive assay of the drum. 
The passive CT image reconstruction and assay starts by defining a vector p, 
where the elements in the vector represents the number of counts from each 
voxel. The vector p is the unknown and is the desired solution. The emitted 
radiation is measured at a series of detector positions, which constitute the ray 
sums in a passive CT scan. The, vector gr is defined (see Eq. II.A-E7), where 
each element in the vector is the measured radiation at a given detector 
position. The vector gr is the sinogram data measured in the passive CT scan. 

The relation between the vectors p and gr can be ,defined mathematically as 

&=APf (II.B-El) 

The system matrix, A, represents and incorporates the effects of the system’s 
geometry and the attenuation image determined from the active CT scan. A is 
given by 

A(E,s,O) = SSa(E,x,y,s,8)6(xcose+ysine-s)dxdy . (II.B-E2) 

The matrix A can be calculated. The matrix A is too large to be effectively 
inverted to solve for p. Therefore, p must be determined from gr and A using 
an iterative optimization technique. 
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II.B.3.1 Reconstruction Code Structure 
The iterative A&PCT reconstruction codes are divided into an 

optimization and a model code. Figure II.B.3-1 shows a conceptual design of 
the reconstruction code. The optimizer consists of a cost function and a 
minimizer algorithm. The cost function calculates a scalar by comparison of 
the measured, gr, to the calculated, gY( passive sinogram. The minimizer 
section searches for the next best solution, p. The model code determines the 
calculated passive sinogram from the current solution determined by the 
minimizer. The optimizer determines when the solution is acceptable, the 
final ^p. 

Figure II.B.3-1 Conceptual design of the passive image recorktruction code. 

II.B.3.2.1 Model Code 
The purpose of the model code is to calculate the values in the system 

matrix A. The values are determined by using the correct CT scanner 
geometry and physics to relate the contribution of the emission from each 
voxel to each detector. The effect of the measured attenuation from the active 
CT scan is also incorporated. In the recent past A&PCT has used two methods 
to determine the system matrix, they are known as UCSF and APCT. 

The first A&XT developed model code is called UCSF. There were several 
assumptions in the UCSF model code which were valid for the medical 
imaging case, but not for the drum imaging problem. A detector collimated to 
receive radiation from an emitting radioactive source measures photon counts 
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decreased as the square of the distance between the emitter and the detector, 
(l/R’), and also decreased exponentially by absorption along the line of sight. 
In addition, the collimation of high-energy photons is normally done with 
collimators rather than lenses, and the collimator aperture will have a 
diverging acceptance angle with a width or area proportional to distance from 
the source to the detector. Finite spatial resolution for both the active and 
passive measurements affects the resolving power of the system to measure 
the waste drum wall, waste items within the drum-including either emitters 
or absorbers with sharp boundaries- and the radioactive assay accuracy of all 
detectable emission sources. 

The non-linear effects in the system, in particular the l/R* fall-off, the 
exponential attenuation, and the spatially varying collimator response imply 
that reconstruction or inversion will not be a linear operation. Although 
emission tomography is not a new idea, most current applications do not fully 
account for these non-linear effects and do not provide for accurate 
quantitative measurements. In particular, in medical imaging, reconstructions 
are generally done with an inverse Radon transform. This implies the 
assumptions that the internal attenuation is not too strong, and that the 
distance through the object, the patient, is not too great so that the divergence 
of the collimators and the l/R2 fall-off are also small. In medical imaging it is 
possible to achieve a reconstruction of sufficient qualitative accuracy to be 
clinically useful in diagnosis. However, these effects cannot be ignored in 
quantitative imaging. The new model code, referred to as APCT, takes into 
account these issues. Also the attenuation line integral is calculated with finer 
sampling or spatial resolution than that used in the UCSF model code. 

II.B.3.1.2 Optimization Code 
Iterative methods for image reconstruction generally proceed by successive 

minimization or maximization of a cost function. For each situation a cost 
function must be determined and an iterative method for determining the 
maximum or minimum (optimization) of the function must be selected. 

The cost function is usually a likelihood or log-likelihood function. In a 
system where a model exists for describing accurately the system, including 
non-linear effects, the likelihood function is often the squared difference 
between the model’s predicted data and observed data. This is referred to as a 
least-squared likelihood function. Several numerical algorithms exist for 
least-squares minimization. Most of these algorithms proceed by moving 
down the gradient of the likelihood function. Examples of these algorithms 
are steepest descent, conjugate directions, or successive projections. The last 
is termed the Algebraic Reconstruction Technique. 

However, in the waste drum situation, where the system being modeled is 
the gamma rays produced by the decay of radioactive materials, the process is 
best represented by a Poisson probability distribution. This is shown where 
the probability on n counts is Pr[n] 

Pr[n] = -$z’ exp{-2) . 
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The parameter z is the mean number of counts. In our waste drum case, it is 
the measured gross or background counts at each detector ray-sum position. 

An iterative reconstruction for determining the maximum likelihood for 
a Poisson distribution has been developed and used in the medical 
community.[SHE82] A version of this solution called Maximum Likelihood 
Expectation Maximization (MLEM) was developed in collaboration with 
UCSF for waste drum analysis. However, this MLEM method only handles 
one Poisson distribution signal. In our case there are two Poisson distribution 
signals, the gross and background counts. The MLEM algorithm is not 
flexible enough to incorporate these two Poisson distributed signals correctly. 

We have developed a new likelihood function based on the joint 
probability density functions for the gross peak and the background for each 
ray sum measurement in a statistically correct fashion.[G0097] This avoids 
any physically unrealistic “negative counts” that must be set to zero in other 
estimation approaches to this problem, such as MLEM. The result of zeroing 
negative counts can bias assay estimates (i.e., results). This new method 
avoids this problem. The likelihood function is minimized by a novel 
constrained conjugate gradient algorithm[G0093] that permits constraints on 
the estimates (such as non-negativity) at each voxel and uses a bending line- 
search technique to speed convergence. 

Conventional techniques allow only a single variable per iteration to 
attain a bound, whereas the bending line search allows multiple variables per 
iteration to attain bounds. This search method is rapid and efficient. Given 
the dimensions of our problems of interest, this is a major advantage over 
the conventional techniques. This algorithm has been applied with great 
success to a variety of practical problems. These include deconvolution 
[G0093], speckle interferometry [G0093a], limited view x-ray tomography 
[KOL94, HAD95], and crystallography [SOM95] at LLNL, and pulsed 
photothermal radiometry [MIL95, MIL96, MIL96a, & MIL96b] at the Beckman 
Laser Institute and Medical Clinic of the UC Irvine Medical School. 
II.B.3.2 Code Development History 

In order to determine the optimal method of image reconstruction and 
assay, our A&PCT codes have undergone a series of improvements. We have 
progressed from parallel-beam through fan-beam to a cone-beam geometric 
methods to reconstruct the passive CT data. The parallel-beam geometry 
method used an iterative, steepest-descent, weighted least-squares technique 
[HUE771 to reconstruct PCT images with attenuation corrections from the 
ACT image.[MAR9la] The fan-beam or 2-D work is described by Roberson et 
al. in [ROB94]. Here, we only describe our development efforts for the 3-D 
methods. A schematic diagram of the 3-D development is summarized in 
Figure II.B.3-2, and each method is described below. 

II.B.3.2.1 LTCSF-MLEM 
The first 3-D model code used in our A&PCT studies was developed in 

collaboration with UCSF. It was adapted from a UCSF code specifically 
designed for medical imaging geometries, and we developed a 3-D model and 
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an MLEM optimization method, which is referred to as UCSF-MLEM6. The 
line integral used to determine the attenuation is calculated on a voxel-by- 
voxel basis. The system matrix is essentially recalculated each time through 
the optimizer, in this case MLEM. It can also only use the MLEM 
optimization technique that it was originally built with. This code however 
does allow for the use of a measured response function. Details of this code 
are provided by Brown, et alJBR095, TAN981 

II.B.3.2.2 APCT-MLEM 
In the APCT model code the system matrix is calculated once and stored. 

This makes the code more modular and allows other optimization 
techniques to be used with the same model code. Several combinations of the 
A&PCT model codes with different optimization codes have been developed. 
These are APCT-MLEM; APCT-CCG; and APCT-CCG with measured response 
function. The APCT-MLEM code uses the new model code in conjunction 
with the MLEM optimization code. The latter two codes are discussed in the 
following two sub-sections. 

UCSF 
model 

w/o measured t-f 
IMPACT 

UCSF 
model 

w/ measured tf 

- UCSF UCSF-MLEM 
MLEM b 

WIT 

APCT 
model 
@rig) 

APCT-MLEM(Org) 
b APCT b 

MLEM - _ _ --) 
APCT-MLEM 

/ 
/ 

I/ 
APCT / 
model APCT-CCG 

WI & WI0 
CCG ) * 

measured rf hPCT-CCG(w/mrsp) 

Figure II.B.3-2 A schematic diagram that summarizes the different 3D image 
reconstruction and assay codes developed. “rf” refers to the response function 
of the detector and its collimator. 

6 The nomenclature used in the text is to name the passive image reconstruction and assay codes 
by a hyphenation of the model and optimization code names. 
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II.B.3.2.3 APCT-CCG 

The APCT-CCG code is a combination of the APCT model code with the 
CCG optimization algorithm with a two measurement Poisson-based 
likelihood function. This code uses only a calculated response function. 

II.B.3.2.4 APCT-CCG with Measured Response Function 

The APCT-CCG with measured response function code is the same as the 
APCT-CCG code except it allows the user to choose to use a calculated or a 
measured point source (impulse) response function. This allows us to use 
one image reconstruction and assay code for both the WIT and IMPACT data. 
II.B.3.3 Results - Performance of Codes 

Two biases were noticed in the assay results when the UCSF-MLEM code 
was used to reconstruct and provide assay results for passive CT data. One 
bias is positive and seems to occur for poor statistical data. The other bias was 
negative and it was of the order of minus 30%, and seemed to occur for good 
statistical data. Both biases are discussed in more detail in section 1II.B. The 
research work on the APCT model and CCG optimization codes was 
performed to reduce both biases. 

To better understand the positive bias problem and to determine if the new 
codes help reduce this bias we have simulated several cases. Since the APCT- 
MLEM and APCT-CCG codes use the same model code, the effectiveness of the 
optimization methods, MLEM and CCG, can be compared. The simulated 
sinogram data can be generated from a forward projection of a test image 
through the APCT model code. When the same model code is used in the 
forward projection and in the optimization, any differences in the results will 
be due to the effects of the optimization process. 

The test cases were generated using a simulated 3-D image with three 
slices. Each slice was 14 by 14 voxels. A point radioactive emission source of 
selected counts was placed on the center slice at voxel location (5, 5), i.e., just 
off the center of the slice. Using the system matrix, A in equation II.B-El, the 
image was forward projected to create three sinograms. A level background 
of a selected counts was then added to these sinograms. The simulated 
sinograms were randomized by passing them through a Poisson random 
generator. These sinograms represent the gross sinograms. Another set of 
sinograms were created with the same background level and randomized. 
These sinograms represent the background sinograms. 

The gross signal consists of two components, the background and the net. 
The net is the contribution from the passive CT source. The desired result of 
the optimization process is the PCT image that produces the net signal. 
Although for Poisson distributions it is statistically incorrect to subtract 
background counts from gross counts to determine the net counts, for 
analysis purposes it is useful to determine the average gross counts per ray 
sum and the average background counts per ray sum and take the difference 
as the average net counts per ray sum. Sinograms from actual data sets were 
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examined to determine the range of average counts per ray sum to be 
expected. Then a series of simulations were done to examine the 
effectiveness of the MLEM and CCG optimization algorithms under different 
conditions. 

Three average background counts per ray sum were used; 1,5 and 20. The 
simulated average net counts were achieved by selecting a value for the point 
emission source in the simulated image that yielded the desired average net 
counts. For each of the three average background values, six average net 
count values were used; 0.5, 1.0,2.0,3.0,4.0 and 5.0; i.e., net-to-background 
values ranging from 0.025 to 5.0. This allows us to examine the effect of low 
net counts on the optimization codes as well as the effect of the net-to- 
background ratio. The APCT-MLEM and APCT-CCG simulation results are 
shown in Figure II.B.3-3. At least four observations can be drawn from our 
studies. For net counts greater than one, APCT-CCG performs -20% better 
than APCT-MLEM. APCT-CCG’s performance degrades when net counts are 
too low (II). The net-to-background ratio has almost no effect on the assay 
results for either optimization case, except for the 0.5 and 1 average net counts 
per ray sum APCT-MLEM cases. For these latter two cases APCT-MLEM fails. 

The sinograms and images for the case of the average background of 20 
counts and the average net of 2 counts are shown in Figure II.B.3-4. The 
APCT-MLEM image is spread out over 27 voxels (3-by-3 voxels within each 
slice and across all three slices). Its total assay yields 36710 counts, i.e., 21% 
higher than the actual value. The APCT-CCG results are more localized and 
its assay value of 30072 counts is much closer to the original 30350 counts, i.e., 
within 1%. The other important observation is that the APCT-CCG code 
calculated sinograms are more representative of the original source or net 
sinogram data than the source plus background, i.e., gross data, which is not 
the case for the APCT-MLEM sinogram results. It is important to point out 
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Figure II.B.3-3 Comparison of the MLEM and CCG optimization methods for 
different simulated data sets of net counts and background levels. 
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Figure II.B.3-4 Comparison of 3 sinogram images (left) and 3 CT slice images (right) for simulated data. After adding 
background (noise) to the simulated sinograms they were reconstructed into CT slices. The final assay result as given 
by the APCT-MLEM and APCT-CCG codes are shown. R is the simulated- to true-mass value ratio in percent. 
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that these simulated results are only useful for comparing the optimization 
algorithms. It does not shed any light on the effectiveness of the APCT 
model’s accuracy in representing the waste drum A&PCT assay problem. 

The net-to-background simulation methodology just described cannot be 
quantitatively applied to real data and for that matter is only useful in 
learning about the optimization methods. We want to better understand both 
the algorithms model and optimization performance on real data. The 
average counts per ray sum method cannot be used on real data because they 
vary with the number of slices, the position of the emitter and the amount of 
attenuation within the drum. For real data we decided to plot the assay results 
as a function of ray sum integration time instead of average net counts per ray 
sum. The idea here is that as we decrease the integration time both the net 
and background count levels decrease. 

We studied a PDP cycle 2 drum that contained 0.93 g of weapons grade (WG) 
Pu within an ethafoam matrix. This drum was scanned using several different 
ray-sum integration times. The average-net to average-background ratio is -1.8 
for all integration times acquired. The assay results as a function of net counts 
per ray sum are shown in Figure II.B.3.-5. For average net counts of -4 the 
APCT-CCG algorithm assay shows a slightly positive recovery, while the UCSF- 
and APCT-MLEM algorithms show good to incomplete recovery (negative 
bias). For average net counts of <l assay recovery performance results for all 
codes are poor. The UCSF- and APCT-MLEM algorithms result in an increase 
in measured assays as a function of decreasing average net counts while the 
APCT-CCG algorithm shows a decrease. As in the simulation, APCT-CCG does 
not perform well for insufficient counts; however, it performs as good or better 
than the other codes when there are sufficient counts. 

PDP Cycle 2 - .93 gram Drum Results vs. 
Average Net Counts per RaySum 
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Figure II.B.3-5 Plot of fraction recovered versus ray-sum integration time for 
the ethafoam drum with 0.93~grams of 23qPu (PDP cycle 2 test). 
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PDP cycle 2 passive sinograms and PCT images for two (17 and 160 s) ray- 
sum integration times are shown in Figures II.B.3-6 and Figure II.B.3-7. As 
mentioned earlier the APCT-MLEM code cannot separate the net and 
background counts correctly, whereas the APCT-CCG code can solve for the 
magnitude of the signal itself. This may help explain why the APCT-CCG 
calculated sinogram, for both figures, compared to the APCT-MLEM calculated 
sinogram results seem to be more representative of the signal itself and not the 
signal plus background. In the 17-second case APCT-CCG appears to not yet 
have enough counts to perform well and its results are very similar to APCT- 
MLEM. However, the sinogram for APCT-CCG appears to represent the actual 
measured sinogram much more accurately. 

Finally, we used all the codes to determine and compare their assay 
performance for many data sets. Figure II.B.3-8 shows a comparison of the 
A&&CT reconstruction and assay codes based on the fraction recovered, i.e., the 
ratio of calculated to true value for various experimental data. With respect to 
these figures the experimental data is as follows: (1) alpipe, basand, bana, and 
phantom are abbreviations for an -60 @ i 133Ba point source within an 
aluminum attenuating ring, sand, no attenuator, and a heterogeneous 
attenuator, respectively; (2) c15g20 and o15g20 are abbreviations for a 15-gram 
239Pu PDP7 standard source on the center-axis-of-rotation (c) and off the center 
axis (o), respectively, with no attenuators and 20-sec. ray-sum integration time; 
(3) pdp~l60,80,50,17, and 5.~2 represent the same cycle 2 PDP standards (0.87 
grams of 239Pu) within an ethafoam matrix drum with ray-sum integration 
times of 160,80,50,17, and 5 seconds, respectively; (4) pdp003.c3 and pdp004.c3 
represent the results for the cycle 3 PDP test with 71.36 grams of WG Pu (66.87 g 
of 239Pu) within a combustible-matrix drum and 98.3 grams of WG Pu (92.11 g 
239Pu) within a glass-matrix drum; and (5) pdp3.6g is a special test we performed 
using a combustible drum with 3.60 grams of WG Pu (3.37 grams of 239Pu). 
From these figures it can be seen that the APCT-MLEM code performs 
somewhat better than the UCSF-MLEM code. This difference reflects 
improvements in the model code. The APCT-CCG code performs, on average, 
better than both MLEM optimization codes. The difference between APCT- 
MLEM and APCT-CCG reflects the effect of the optimization algorithm. 

The fractions recovered are plotted versus the known 239Pu mass values in 
Figure II.B.3-9. The data in Figure II.B.3-9 are for drums containing Pu with 
sufficient counts (good statistical results), which show a negative bias. The bias 
for all codes increases as the gram loading increases, though the percent 
change is greatest for APCT-CCG. If we regard all of the data shown in Figure 
II.B.3-9 as valid, the mean negative biases are: -26% for UCSF-MLEM; -18% for 
APCT-MLEM; and -7% for APCT-CCG. Thus, APCT-CCG seems to perform 
consistently better than the other two. 

7 Performance Demonstaration Program 
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1I.C Operational Configuration 
Over the past decade, LLNL has developed four A&PCT systems to 

research and develop this technology. The first was a one-sixth scale system 
using a large aspect ratio (6O:l). This earlier system demonstrated clearly that 
one can use mono-energetic ACT to image the matrix attenuation and that 
this properly corrects the passive emission CT data to yield an accurate 
measure of the internal emission sources.[MAR92] The second system was a 
full-scale 208-liter scanner constructed at LLNL’s Site 300. This system was 
instrumental in the development of protocols for the calibration, validation, 
simulation, testing and demonstration of the A&PCT technology.[ROB94] 

Over the past five years we have developed two additional A&PCT 
systems to demonstrate this technology on real waste drums. These are 
LLNL’s IMPACT (Isotope Measurements by Passive and Active Computed 
Tomography); and BIR’s WIT/A&PCT (Waste Inspection Tomography/Active and 
Passive Computed Tomography). 

The IMPACT system is located at LLNL and its primary purpose is to further 
research and develop the A&PCT technology and to demonstrate and verify its 
concepts. It was not developed to assay real waste on a production basis; 
however, we have assayed a few real waste drums for demonstration 
purposes.[ROB95] Also, IMPACT officially participated in the third cycle of the 
National TRU Program sponsored Performance Demonstration Program (PDP). 

The WIT/A&&CT project is a collaborative effort between LLNL and BIR 
to integrate the A&PCT technology into a mobile trailer. The WIT system was 
developed to perform demonstrations of the A&PCT technology and to 
become a certified production-mode nondestructive assay system. The system 
has traveled to several different DOE facilities (e.g., LLNL, RFETS*, INEEL, 
and NTS’) to perform demonstrations on known and real waste drums. The 
WIT system has participated in three formal DOE tests: (1) The fourth cycle of 
the PDP; (2) A Rapid Commercialization Initiative (RCI); and (3) The 
Capability Evaluation Project (CEP). All of these test were conducted at INEEL. 

KC.1 IMPACT Configuration 

II.C.l.l Hardware 
A photograph and schematic of the IMPACT scanner is shown in Figure 

II.C.l-1. It consists of two towers of interlocking space-frame aluminum 
tubing. One tower supports a 2.8-mCi 166m Ho (1200-yr. half-life) radioactive 
gamma-ray source that is used for the active CT mode.[ROB94] The active 
source has a manual shutter and a collimator with a 25.4-mm square aperture 
and 50.8-mm length. The 166mH~ source produces gamma rays at 184-, 280-, 
365-, 411-, 530-, 712-, and SlO-keV; and provides crucial, energy-specific, 
attenuation information for a range of items that reside within the waste 

’ Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site 
’ Nevada Test Site 
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Figure II.C.l-1: A photograph (left) and schematic (right) of the IMPACT scanner. 

matrix. We have found that it is best if the active-source peaks are not to 
close in energy to any passive-source gamma-ray peaks emitted from within a 
waste container. If the active peaks are too close in energy it can interfere with 
the passive measurement and thus affect the final assay result. It was shown 
experimentally that interpolation between any two nearest neighboring active 
peaks (529.8 and 280.5 keV in 166mH~) resulted in reconstructing the same mass 
for the 414-keV peak of 239Pu as using the 411-keV active peak data of 166mH~. 

The other tower supports a single, well-collimated, 90% efficient (relative 
to a 7.6 cm x 7.6 cm (3 in. x 3 in.) NaI(T1) detector at 1.33 MeV) HPGe detector. 
The detector has a collimator with an aperture size of 50.8 mm in the 
horizontal and vertical dimensions and a length of 254 mm (an aspect ratio of 
5:l). We have verified through experiments that this aspect ratio provides an 
accurate assay. [DEC96] 

The towers are designed to be versatile so that additional sources and 
detectors could be added to the scanner in the future. Between the two 
supporting towers is a three-axis staging system for drum manipulation. The 
staging system is capable of translating and elevating a 450-kg (lOOO-pound) 
waste drum 125 cm (50 inches). In addition, the stage is capable of continuous 
or step wise rotation of the drum through 360”. It should be noted that 
IMPACT has a platform that elevates the drum above the rotation table to 
allow one CT slice to be acquired below the waste drum. This provides a better 
measurement of any radioactive content that may lie on the bottom of the 
drum since it accounts for the acceptance angle of the detector aperture. The 
drum manipulator and towers were designed to be robust with safety features 
necessary for handling TRU waste in a seismical active area. Engineering 
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safety notes were developed to cover all operations of scanning for quality 
and safety controls. 

A one-ton jib crane is located at one end of the scanner and provides easy 
and safe manual loading of the heavy drums. The crane must be interlocked 
in a home position away from the drum manipulator to insure that a waste 
drum cannot be driven into the jib crane during system operation. 

II.C.1.2 Data Acquisition 
IMPACT uses a PC for system control and data acquisition. During both 

active and passive operations, the PC discretely positions the drum for data 
acquisition. After positioning, it communicates with a multi-channel 
analyzer (MCA) that acquires data from the HPGe energy-discriminating 
detector. The detector integration time is a preset variable and can be adjusted 
depending on the amount of activity within the drum and the type of 
attenuating waste matrix. When the counting integration time is completed, 
the control computer downloads the MCA’s data and stores selected energy 
regions of interest and/or the entire spectrum onto a system disk. After data 
storage, the drum is moved to the next position and the next integration is 
obtained. 

IMPACT includes both the CGS and A&PCT protocols. The CGS protocol 
is discussed in Section II.B.1.3. For the active CT mode, IMPACT translates 
the drum in 50.8-mm increments for each ray sum after the specified ray-sum 
integration time. A 208-L drum is translated 14 times over a distance of 711.2 
mm and then rotated approximately 8.5” (21 rotations over 180”). Each set of 
14 ray sums make up a projection. After each rotation, the next projection is 
acquired. After completion of all 21 projections the drum is elevated 50.8 mm 
and 21 new projections are measured for the next slice plane. The drum is 
elevated 18 times to assay a completely full 208-liter drum; fewer elevations 
are required if the drum is not full. 

The drum is correctly sampled in the passive mode with fewer ray sums 
and projections because of the large acceptance angle of the detector’s 
collimator aperture. Its effective-acceptance angle is larger in the passive 
mode than in the active mode. Thus, for passive mode data collection, the 
drum is translated to obtain only 7 ray sums over a distance of 711.2 mm 
(101.6-mm increments). Next, the drum is rotated 36” since only 10 
projections are required over 360” for each slice. Once again, the PCT protocol 
requires 18 slice planes to image a completely full 208-liter drum. 

The data acquired from IMPACT is processed and analyzed on a UNIX work 
station. A UNIX file system is mounted by the PC and data are transferred over 
an ethernet cable. Both the energy regions of interest (EROI’s) and/or spectra 
that represent each individual data measurement are transferred. 

The EROI data is simply the integrated photon counts within an energy 
peak of interest for some specified integration time. The EROI is set prior to 
the assay on the known energy peaks of the active or emission sources. The 
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EROI data is processed and reconstructed without any need for further 
isotopic analysis, since we mainly focused on WG Pu during the research and 
development phases of this work. The disadvantage of using the PCT EROI 
data for the A&PCT reconstruction is that the type of emission sources that 
are being evaluated within the drum must be known prior to the assay. This 
may not be the case for all waste drums being assayed; therefore, there is an 
additional option to save the spectra acquired for each PCT ray sum. As 
previously mentioned, this option has been used to determine from PCT data 
the TRU isotopics ratios in a waste drum prior to image reconstruction and 
final assay. 

II.C.1.3 Data Reduction 
All performance data shown is reduced using the UCSF-MLEM image 

reconstruction and assay code. The performance data acquired and shown for 
IMPACT was obtained over several years. We did not use the newly 
developed APCT-MLEM or APCT-CCC codes since they were not available 
until just recently. The APCT-CCG code shows a reduction of about three in 
our negative bias as shown in Figure II.B.3-9. Since we did not have the time 
to run the WIT/APCT data using the new codes, we show only the IMPACT 
UCSF-MLEM performance results so that we can compare them to the 
WIT/APCT scanner UCSF-MLEM performance results. 

II.C.1.4 Calibration of IMPACT 
Our goal has been to design a gamma-ray waste drum nondestructive 

assay technology that does not require special calibration as a function of the 
type or distribution of waste matrix, or for the type or distribution of gamma- 
ray radioactive sources within a drum. LLNL’s A&XT technology does not 
require prior knowledge of, or calibration for, the waste stream that is being 
assayed. 

For the PDP cycles, we could have calibrated the A&PCT scanners using 
drum matrices and source structures that are similar to the PDF’ drums and 
we may have attained assay results that would have been much more 
accurate. However, if we were to have calibrated to such a specific test or a 
specific waste stream, then the drums used for calibration would have had to 
have exactly the same as all the other drums scanned under that particular 
calibration. This is not the case for real waste stream drums, i.e., they can 
differ greatly from drum to drum for the same waste stream. That is why we 
consider it important to assay waste matrices and source structures of all 
kinds and there by remove the dependency on calibration procedures. It has 
been our conviction that the A&XT technology is an ideal technique for any 
waste stream; and it is especially valuable for waste drums whose contents are 
unknown or are suspected of containing something other than what is 
documented on their manifests. The A&PCT technology requires only an 
understanding of the physics of the measurement process and the value of 
the absolute efficiency of the HPGe detector as a function of energy to provide 
an accurate quantitative nondestructive assay measurement for all waste 
drums independent of their waste content. 
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To obtain an absolute assay measurement, the A&PCT systems are 
calibrated once on an absolute detector-efficiency scale by simple 
measurements of a calibrated radioactive point source. We can do this 
because the computed tomography method takes into account the geometry 
of the source and detector, and their collimators. We do not need additional 
calibrations for different Pu gram-amounts or for different types of 
attenuating waste matrices, since they are measured in the A&XT gamma- 
ray method of nondestructive assay. 

For the IMPACT scanner at LLNL our large-volume HPGe detector has a 
diameter of 7.6 cm (3-in.); the collimator aperture is a 5.08 by 5.08-cm square 
and is 25.4-cm long. This means that any unscattered gamma rays accepted by 
the collimator aperture will strike a reasonable volume of germanium, i.e., 
all unscattered gamma-rays strike the detector. Furthermore, because the 
collimator is 25.4-cm long the incident angles of these photons are close to 
being normal to the detector surface. This makes the probability for the 
detection of a gamma-ray by the detector approximately proportional to the 
collimator acceptance. 

The reconstruction code accounts for the collimator acceptance during 
image reconstruction and assay. The simple geometry of our system makes 
this rather straightforward. The proportionality factor can be determined by 
measuring a calibrated radioactive point source on the axis of the collimator 
at various distances. For this geometry we can calculate the solid angle of the 
collimator and compare it to the measured efficiency. For gamma rays at 400 
keV about 0.5 result in full-energy peak events; and since we use a source that 
emits multiple, mono-energetic gamma-rays, we calibrate for all emission 
gamma-ray energies of interest. This calibration procedure is performed once 
prior to system operation and only takes a few hours to complete. 

In either the IMPACT or WIT systems the calibration need be done only 
once since it will change only if the detector collimator is changed or if a 
detector problem develops. The detector’s performance is easily verified by 
examination of the active data in each run. 

II.C.1.5 Validation of IMPACT 
In order to validate the IMPACT system we perform measurements on 

several known test cases. These cases range from simple tests such as well 
characterized radioactive point sources-without attenuators, within uniform 
attenuators, or simple heterogeneous attenuators to more difficult tests such as 
distributed sources within mock-waste drums of heterogeneous or very dense 
“sludge” matrices. Validation was accomplished through an analysis of the 
simple test cases and experiments on these mock-waste drums containing 
well-calibrated radioactive sources. The validation process also included 
characterization of WIPP PDP drums and sources when they became available. 

We performed a series of experiments to demonstrate the performance of 
the A&PCT method for characterizing radioactive waste drums. Our first 
experiments focused on the ability to correct passively measured data with an 
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ACT (active) attenuation map. These experiments include a reference PCT 
scan acquired with only a passive CT source, i.e. no drum or waste items were 
present; hence, there was no attenuation of the source. Then, passive CT 
measurements were taken using different attenuators including a 208-L drum 
filled with one or more mock-waste matrices and their attenuation corrected 
results were compared to the bare-source PCT reference scans. Thus, the 
success of our preliminary measurements was not the agreement of an 
absolute assay with the known activity of the source(s); but rather, how well 
we were able to correct for attenuation by the drum and its various mock- 
waste matrices. 

Additional sets of measurements were obtained to study the AWCT 
reconstruction algorithm(s) and their ability to perform an absolute 
measurement. These measurements were performed with calibrated passive 
sources (e.g. lPBa) and no waste matrix (corrected with null matrix); simple 
uniform attenuators (e.g. hollow aluminum cylinders or ring and a carboy of 
sand); or mock-waste drums with complicated waste matrices. Measurements 
acquired using the PDP drums provide a final validation of the A&PCT 
technique. 

The validation/baseline studies include the following measurements: 

Empty drum-different waste matrix drums without 
emission sources used to determine background and 
minimum detectable concentrations (MDCs); 
Point source with no attenuators-simple assay check; 
Point source with a uniform Al annular ring 
attenuator-assay check with uniform, low attenuation; 
Point source with a uniform sand matrix-assay check 
with uniform, high attenuation. 
Point source with a heterogeneous (sand, paper, and Al) 
attenuator-rotational verification and assay check with 
non-uniform attenuation. 

All of these measurements were used to check/verify the data acquisition 
hardware and software, the gamma-ray spectral analysis, and the image 
reconstruction for nondestructive assay determinations. Once these were 
shown to be correct, we investigated A&PCT assays of mock-waste drums. In 
general, our approach was to use simpler mock-waste drums with known 
radioactive sources to carry out initial A&PCT scans, then move to the use of 
“calibration” drums used to calibrate LLNL’s SGS system, and finally, use PDP 
drums when they became available. 

Once completed, none of the above experiments have to be repeated 
unless the IMPACT system hardware or software goes through a major 
change, or unless a different data acquisition protocol is chosen or required. 
Changes to the gamma-ray spectral analysis software or image reconstruction 
software do not require that any data from the above experiments be re- 
acquired. The existing data is simply rerun through any new software 
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developed. Once these experiments were shown to be successful; and we had 
run a sufficient number of experiments to address the WIPP WAC criteria, 
then we were ready to assay real-waste drums. 

A 63.6~uCi 133Ba point source was assayed to verify the operation of the 
IMPACT scanner and our reconstruction codes. The 356-keV peak was used in 
the assay. The point source was placed approximately 12 inches off the axis of 
rotation and was scanned with no attenuation. Five slice planes were 
acquired centered about the barium source so that a 3-D image could be 
reconstructed where all the activity is included. Figure II.C.l-2 shows three of 
the five slice images that represent the reconstructed central slices of the 133Ba 
point source. The location of the point source is well defined in the PCT 
images. The UCSF-MLEM determined activity is in good agreement with the 
known value to within 6% as shown in Table II.C.l-1. 

Figure II.C.l-2: Three of five PCT reconstructed images using UCSF-MLEM at 
356 keV for a 63.6-Ci133Ba radioactive point source. 

63.6 PCi 3-D UCSF-MLEM code 

Total Counts (measured) 3.86 x lo6 

Activity (measured) 67.3 FCi 

% Recovery 105.5% 

Table II.C.l-1: Assay of a 133Ba emission source 
I I 

A comparison of the different A&PCT image reconstruction and assay 
codes for several test cases is provided in Table II.C.l-2 and Figure II.B.3-8. All 
the data agree to better than 19,34 and 31% of the known value for the UCSF- 
MLEM, APCT-MLEM and APCT-CCG codes, respectively, except for the 
ethafoam (5 sec.) case. For the ethafoam (5 s) case the APCT-CCG code 
dramatically reduces the positive bias shown in the MLEM optimization 
codes. Lastly for the 15-gram WG Pu PDP standard with no attenuator the 
APCT-CCG code provides the best recovery, -9O%, of the true source mass. 
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Table II.C.l-2 Comparison of the different A&PCT image reconstruction and assay codes 
performance for known tests with a 133 Ba point source, PDP standards within an ethafoam 
matrix drum and a PDP standard with no attenuators. 

Sample True 1 UCSF-MLEM 1 APCT-MLEM 1 Al’CT-CCG 

Notes: 1. 
2. 

At the time of the assay the 133Ba source had decayed to an activity of 57 yCi. 

3. 
Center, i.e., the source was positioned on the center-axis-of-rotation of the rotational table. 
Outside, i.e., the source was positioned about 1 foot from the center-axis-of-rotation of the rotational table. 
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II.C.2 WIT/A&PCT Configuration 

II.C.2.1 Hardware 
We have performed work as a subcontractor to Bio-Imaging Research Inc., 

to integrate our A&PCT technology into a mobile trailer that has two 
additional nondestructive evaluation (NDE) technologies. These three 
NDE/NDA technologies provide a complete x- and gamma-ray waste 
inspection tomography (WIT) capability.[BER95, BER97, MAR951 They permit 
inspection of waste drums to be carried out at many waste-drum storage sites. 
These technologies help characterize waste drums up to 416-liters (IlO-gals.) 
with weights up to 725 kg (1600 lb.); and containers up to 92-cm (3 ft.) diameter 
and 122-cm (4-ft.) tall. Figure II.C.2-1 shows a photograph of the semi-trailer 
(top) and a schematic layout of the equipment (bottom) within the trailer. 
The 60-ft.-long by 8.5-ft.-wide trailer is divided into four areas. The rear area 
provides space for two 160-L liquid nitrogen containers, calibration and 
phantom drums, a 60k BTU heating and air-conditioning unit, and 

rUTon* TED RN7 
SHIELDED DOOR 

Figure II.C.2-1: A photograph of BIR’s mobile waste inspection trailer and 
schematic of the equipment layout. 
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storage lockers. The next area is dedicated to drum inspection and contains a 
2-MeV linear accelerator for transmission computed tomography (TCT) 
and/or digital radiography (DR). This accelerator is supported by 896 
cadmium-tungstate, solid-state detectors mounted in an array on individual 
photodiodes with septa between each detector to minimize cross talk, in- 
plane scatter and blooming. To measure emitted gamma-rays, there are two 
large, collimated, sodium-iodide [NaI(Tl)] detectors similar to Anger cameras 
used in nuclear medicine for single photon emission CT or SPECT. To 
identify gamma-ray isotopics there is a highly collimated HPGe detector. A 
collimated 1.4-mCi i66mHo radioactive source is used to obtain energy specific 
attenuation data in the active mode. This is not as strong an active source as 
could have been used. The third area is an equipment room and entry/exit to 
the trailer. The most forward area contains a control room and all of the 
supporting electronics where waste inspection personnel use several 
computer terminals to operate the several NDE/NDA measurement 
technologies. 

II.C.2.2 Data Acquisition 
The WIT/A&PCT system is similar to LLNL’s IMPACT system with some 

minor variations; The WIT/A&PCT staging rotates and elevates the drum. 
For ACT the source and detector are pair-wise translated instead of the drum. 
For PCT only the detector is translated. There is no difference in the data that 
is stored when translating the source/detector pair instead of the drum. 

Due to spatial limitations within the WIT trailer it was not possible to use a 
detector collimator with an aspect ratio of 5:l (5.2-cm x 5.2-cm square aperture 
and 26-cm length). A detector collimator with an aspect ratio of 2.5:1 was 
designed with the provision of using septa inserts to increase the aspect ratio 
to obtain the required collimator aspect ratio of 5:l or greater. Septa are highly 
attenuating, dividing-plates that run the length of the collimator. These plates 
help collimate the gamma-ray beam, and provide an effective aspect ratio that 
is better than that provided by the aperture size alone. All other parameters of 
the WIT scanner are the same as those used for the IMPACT scanner. 

II.C.2.3 Data Reduction 
All WIT/APCT performance data shown here is reduced using the UCSF- 

MLEM image reconstruction and assay code. The performance data acquired 
and shown for WIT/APCT was obtained over several years. We did not use 
the newly developed APCT-MLEM or APCT-CCG codes since they were not 
available until just recently, and they have not yet been implemented on the 
WIT trailer data-reduction computer. Since we did not have the time to run 
the new codes on the WIT/APCT data, it is important to note once again that 
we show only the UCSF-MLEM performance results. 

II.C.2.4 Calibration of WIT/A&PCT 
It is important to emphasize that the objective for the WIT/A&XT 

scanner like the IMPACT scanner goal was to design a gamma-ray-based, 
waste-drum nondestructive assay technology that does not require special 
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calibration as a function of the type or distribution of waste matrix, or the type 
or distribution of gamma-ray radioactive sources within the drum. This 
technology does not require prior knowledge of, or calibration for, the waste 
stream that is being assayed. The A&PCT technology only requires an 
understanding of the physics of the measurement process and the absolute 
efficiency of the HPGe detector to provide a quantitative nondestructive assay 
measurement of all sorts of waste drums. 

To obtain an absolute assay measurement, the WIT/A&PCT system is 
calibrated once on an absolute detector-efficiency scale by simple 
measurements of a calibrated radioactive point source. We do not need 
additional calibrations for different Pu gram-amounts or for different types of 
attenuating waste matrices since they are measured in the A&XT gamma-ray 
method of nondestructive assay. 

For the WIT/A&XT system a similar point source calibration method to 
that used for IMPACT is employed; however it is slightly complicated by the 
use of septa in the shorter WIT/A&PCT detector collimator. The primary 
difference in the calibration method is that the IMPACT response function is 
calculated for a square aperture detector collimator, while for WIT/A&XT 
we determine the response function through a set of measurements. The 
response functions are obtained from a series of measurements with the 
source on the center axis of rotation and displaced from this axis by various 
amounts. Typically, we measure three response functions-near, center and 
far approximately 40, 60 and 80 cm from the detector collimator front face- 
with a 15*Eu source. The appropriate measured geometric response function 
(typically the 344-keV peak from ls2Eu is used) is used instead of the calculated 
response function in the image reconstruction and assay code. We also 
measure the detector efficiency from a calibrated, point source of multiple 
energy gamma-rays. 

II.C.2.5 Validation of WIT/A&PCT 
The following is the verification procedure used for the single-HPGe 

detector WIT/A&PCT system. This procedure will also be used in the 
verification procedure for the six-HPGe detector system. Two -lO+Ci NIST 
traceable 152Eu and 133Ba sources are placed in the mid-plane of the 
combustible (top) layer of the BIR mock-waste drum. The drum is placed on 
the staging system of the WIT trailer with the seam of the drum facing the 2 
MeV x-ray source as shown in Figure II.C.2-2. 

A 133Ba and 152Eu source holder was designed and constructed so that the 
two sources extend half way into the combustible layer (top third) of the 
drum. The source holder provides positioning that is repeatable to within 
approximately f3.2 mm (l/g-in.). A technique was developed to insure that 
the verification drum is placed in the same position (repeatable to better than 
k3.2 mm) for each validation check. After positioning the drum onto the 
rotating table, active and passive tomography scans are performed for one 
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slice centered on the two emission sources. All other test parameters are the 
same as those used in any actual drum assay. 

Image reconstruction and assay is routinely performed on several of the 
isotopic peaks for each NIST source. The final attenuation corrected activity is 
compared to the actual known value of the two sources (correcting for any 
half-life decay) and to any previous measurements. A visual inspection of the 
reconstructed emission image also identifies any problems with the assay 
equipment and software. The reconstructed images generally should be the 

Drum seam 
and retainer bolt Source 2 

\ Ba-133 
Source 1 
Eu-152 

2 MeV 
x-ray source 

Take 5 
slices and I 
scan 10 
inches of 
top layer. 

Place the two sources at 
the center slice of the 
combustible layer. 

Figure II.C.2-2: Schematic of the drum and WIT/A&PCT validation measurement 
procedure for BIR’s mobile WIT trailer. 

Reconstruction of 
Ba-133 356-keV peak. 

Reconstruction of 
Eu- 152 4 11 -keV peak. 

Figure II.C.2-3: Schematic of the expected CT slice results for the BIR 
WIT/A&PCT validation procedure as shown in Figure II.C.2-2. 
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same for each verification scan if the sources and drum are placed in the same 
position prior to the examination and all positions were reproduced as 
designed. An example of idealized reconstructed emission images are shown 
in Figure II.C.2-3. A combination of comparing the measured reconstructed 
assay values to known and previously measured values and verifying 
visually the placement of the two sources should reveal any significant 
problem that might exist in the A&PCT system. 

III. A&PCT Performance 
We have carried out numerous tests of the A&PCT technology on 

surrogate and real-TRU waste drums. Both the IMPACT and the 
WIT/A&XT systems were calibrated, validated and used to measure real 
wastes at the LLNL. WIT/A&XT was demonstrated, tested and evaluated at 
three sites: (1) The Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site (RFETS); (2) 
Two separate occasions at the INEEL; and (3) Most recently at the Nevada Test 
Site. 

At LLNL, many of the drums contained multiple 4 and 20-liter (1 and 5- 
gallon) containers of solidified chemical radioactive wastes. The RFETS 
wastes were all low-density combustible matrices. At INEEL the wastes 
included both lead-lined and normal drums containing waste matrices of 
graphite, glass, metals, wet and dry combustibles and sludge. The plutonium 
loading of these drums ranged from -1 to 100 grams of 239Pu. 

For this report, it is most useful to specify the A&PCT performance as a 
function of known waste configurations and emission sources assayed using 
both the IMPACT and WIT/A&PCT scanners. It is important to note that 
these two scanners do not use exactly the same configuration over all testing 
campaigns. Since the work presented here has mainly been an R&D effort, the 
scanner configurations including hardware and software has evolved over 
time and it would be very difficult to describe all of the exact configurations 
used throughout all of the test data sets shown. However, they do not differ 
in any significant ways that would invalidate intercomparison. In an attempt 
to clarify the situation, the tabulated performance results are based only on 
the UCSF-MLEM image reconstruction and assay algorithm and is indicated 
in each table. Requirements and performance criteria used to evaluate 
IMPACT and BIR WIT/A&PCT are presented in the next section. 

1II.A Requirements and Performance Criteria 

An NDA waste assay system’s utility is defined in terms of its ability to 
comply with the requirements and quality assurance objectives for 
nondestructive assay as delineated in the National TRU Program (NTP) 
Quality Assurance Program Plan (QAPP).[QAP96] The QAPI? identifies the 
quality of data necessary to meet the specific data quality objectives associated 
with the Department of Energy’s Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) 
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transuranic (TRU) waste characterization program. The primary parameter 
that must be determined is total TRU-alpha activity. The quality assurance 
objectives (QAOs) for precision (percent relative standard deviation-%RSD), 
accuracy (percent recovery-%R), minimum detectable concentration (MDC), 
completeness, and total bias are stated in the QAPP. These parameters must be 
demonstrated over the spectrum of waste-form configurations the assay 
system is intended to characterize. 

The QAPP also requires that facilities intending to use NDA methods to 
generate data for the National TRU program participate in a Performance 
Demonstration Program (PDP). The PDF’ program is designed as an 
independent quality assurance test to provide data that supports the overall 
QAPP compliance assessment process. The PDP program parameters, criteria 
and scoring formalism where applicable are applied in the following sections 
to document the IMPACT and WIT/A&XT performance. The PDP, Rapid 
Commercialization Initiative (RCI) and Capability Evaluation Project (CEP) 
performance tests, requirements and criteria are described below. 

Utility is further evaluated relative to the spectrum of waste form 
configurations that the different assay system techniques can accommodate. 
The performance of IMPACT and WIT/A&PCT are derived from data 
acquired through a blind testing process. The performance evaluation tests 
being derivatives of QAPP QAOs support a direct interpretation of IMPACT 
and WIT/A&PCT performance results. Thus, the IMPACT and WIT/A&PCT 
performance measures can be readily interpreted relative to the National 
TRU Program QAPP requirements. The criteria of these various programs are 
listed next. 

III.A.l Quality Assurance Program Plan-Table 9.1 
The performance assessment parameters and evaluation criteria as found 

in the NTP program QAPP, Section 9.0, Interim Change are presented in 
Table III.A-1. All measurement series that were acquired per the prescriptions 
(e.g., 15 replicate non-interfering precision and accuracy parameters) are 
evaluated via the applicable criteria listed within Table III.A-1. 

III.A.2 Performance Demonstration Program 
The NDA PDP is an independent quality assurance test of assay system 

performance.[PDP97, MAZ97] Data generated during PDP test cycles is also 
considered in the overall QAPP compliance assessment process. The PDP 
consists of periodic tests conducted of both increasing matrix and source 
complexities to evaluate the capability of various technologies to properly 
characterize TRU waste throughout the DOE complex. Each test is termed a 
PDF’ cycle. These evaluation cycles are blind tests that provide an objective 
measure of the reliability and performance of the various NDA systems. The 
PDP test samples are comprised of 208-L drums configured with NIST 
traceable Working Reference Materials (WRMs). The PDP test on any given 
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Table III.A-1 0 

Waste Activity 
alpha-Ci rangea 

>0.002 - 0.02 

>0.02 - 0.2 

>0.2 - 2.0 

>2.0 

UT quality assurance objectives for nondestructive assay. 

Nominalb 
Compliance Point, Precision’ Accuracyd Total Bias” 
alphaG (g WG Pu) (%RSD) (%R) w 

0.008 (0.1) 5 20 75 - 125 low 25 
high 400 

0.08 (1.0) < 15 50 - 150 low 35 
high 300 

0.8 (10) < 10 75 - 125 low 67 
high 150 

12.5 (160) <5 75 - 125 low 67 
I - high 150 

Minimum Detectable Concentration (nCi/g) ---- 60 (100) 

a. Applicable range of TRU activity in a 20%liter (55gallon) drum to which the QAOs apply. Units are 
Curies of alpha-emitting TRU isoto es with half-lives 
b. The nommal activity (weight of P u) in the 2084iter ( F 

eater than 20 years. 

be achieved for the corresponding ran 
5 gallon) drum used to demonstrate that QAOs can 

weights of wea 
e in coh.unn 1. Values in parentheses are the approximate equivalent 

ons grade plutonium WG Pu), fifteen years after purification. For purposes of 
6 

7 
demonstrating AOs, “nominal” means + 10 percent. 
c. 
d. 

Plus or minus one standard deviation based on fifteen replicate measurements of a noninterfering matrix. 
Ratio of measured to known values based on the average of fifteen replicate measurement of a 

noninterfering matrix. 
e. 95 percent confidence bounds for system bias established b studies to determine contributions to total 
uncertainty from all si ‘ficant sources. Units are confidence 

K” 
% ounds divided by true value, expressed as a 

Is 
ercent. Requirement or the QAO for total measurement uncertainty is to determine and document, but no 
OE system-wide values have been established. 

test sample requires six replicate measurements and removal of the drum 
between each replicate measurement. 

Presently there are five drum matrices: air (no matrix), ethafoam”, 
combustibles, glass, and inorganic sludge. Aluminum source insert fixtures are 
provided for each the insert tube radii. NIST traceable WRMs are positioned at 
desired vertical locations within the insert fixtures. Several types of WRMs are 
used in the program, e.g., WG Pu, large particle WG Pu and enriched U. The 
initial WRMs for the first four cycles were weapons-grade plutonium dioxide 
(PuO,) uniformly mixed in diatomaceous earth and then encapsulated in a 
dual stainless steel cylinder configuration (o.d.: 5 cm, 1: 23 cm). Currently five 
cycles have been completed. The A&&CT technology participated in and passed 
cycle 2 informally, and formally cycles 3 and 4. 

lo This drum martix is not used in the PDP any more. 
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Table III.A-2 Summary of Performance Demonstration Program (PDP) criteria. 
Nominal 

Range of Compliance 
Waste Point Relative Instrument Total 

Activity a-Curies Precision Bias Bias 
(a-Curies) tg WG W (R,) (%R) (%R) 

>o-0.02 
0.008 Low 40% 
(04 

40 75-125 High 175% 

>0.02-0.2 
0.08 
(1.0) 

30 50-150 
Low 30% 

High 200% 

>0.2-2.0 (tf) 20 50-150 
Low 30% 

High 200% 

>2.0 
12.5 

10 75-125 
Low 50% 

WV High 150% 

All measurement series that were acquired per the PDF’ (e.g., 6 replicate 
precision and bias parameters) are evaluated via the applicable criteria listed 
within Table III.A-2. IMPACT and WIT/A&PCT participated in and passed 
PDP cycle 3 and 4, respectively. 

III.A.3 Capability Evaluation Project 
As part of the MWFA characterization development strategy, a method to 

objectively evaluate the utility of waste-assay system technologies was 
implemented in conjunction with the Characterization Monitoring and 
Sensor Technology (CMST) crosscut area program. This evaluation was 
designed to support nondestructive waste assay system technology capability 
and deficiency determinations, and to facilitate resource allocation to areas 
requiring development. The evaluation was also intended to generate 
information and data to end-user EM-30 Waste Management programs to 
support appropriate selection and application of a given nondestructive assay 
technology to the various waste streams. 

The Capability Evaluation Project (CEP) was specified in a manner such 
that evidence is derived to substantiate nondestructive waste assay capability 
and utility statements as a function of waste type and/or characteristic. The 
waste types for which the evaluation is conducted are those contaminated 
with. transuranic elements. The evaluation program was conducted at the 
INEEL Radioactive Waste Management Complex (RWMC) using actual waste 
forms currently in storage and carefully specified and constructed surrogates. 
To the extent RWMC waste form attributes approximate other site waste 
inventories, statements can also be made regarding system utility per the site 
of interest. The capability evaluation plan addressed the acquisition, 
compilation and reporting of performance data, thereby allowing a given 
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agency a basis for an objective evaluation of participating waste NDA systems. 
The evaluation was structured such that a statement regarding select INEEL 
RWMC waste forms can be composed relative to compliance potential for 
applicable National TRU Program requirements and criteria. 

The test is designed to provide objective and unbiased data regarding the 
performance and associated capability of each participating mobile assay 
system to the MWFA, to the CMST, and to procurers of waste assay system 
services and technology holders. The test series consists of a combination of 
surrogate waste-form and actual waste-form test samples. The surrogate-type 
test samples allow an evaluation of assay system performance where the 
matrix and radioactive source constituents and configurations are accurately 
known. The actual waste-type test samples are the unique aspect of the CEP 
in that performance is assessed with respect to the actual waste forms and 
their associated configurations. 

Criteria used to evaluate assay system capability are founded in the NTP 
program QAPP, Section 9.0, Interim Change version, the Performance 
Demonstration Program Plan for Nondestructive Assay for the TRU Waste 
Characterization Program. Applicable criteria can be readily applied to the 
surrogate-type test samples because the alpha activity placed within the 
surrogate matrix is well known. This allows the accepted scoring formalism 
of the NDA PDP program to be utilized in the CEP performance evaluation 
process with minor modifications; thus simplifying interpretation and the 
derivation of compliance/performance statements. 

Table III.A-3 Measured relative precision requirement adjusted for eight 
replicates used in the CEP. 

Maximum Measured Maximum Measured 
Activity Maximum Allowable Precision (%RSD) Precision (%RSD) 
Range in Precision @  8 replicates @  8 replicates 
Curies (95% CB” of QAPP QAO) (noninterfering) (interfering) 

>o to 29.2 5 16.0 ( 18.0 
0.02 

>0.02 to 21.9 ( 12.0 ( 14.0 
0.2 

>0.2 to 14.6 5 8.0 5 14.0 
2.0 

>2.0 7.3 ( 4.1 ( 7.0 

Note: a CB is Confidence Bound 
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The precision and bias QAOs are based on the NDA PDP Program QAOs. 
Modification of the NDA PDP QAOs has been performed to account for the 
number of replicates (eight) utilized per sample in the CEP project. The NDA 
PDP noninterfering and interfering matrix QAOs for precision are tabulated 
in Table III.A-3. The noninterfering and interfering matrix QAOs for bias 
used in the CEP are derived from the PDP (Table III.A-2) and are tabulated in 
Table III.A-4. 

Table III.A-4 CEP bias OAOs taken from PDP. 

Activity 
Range in 

Curies 

>o to 0.02 

>0.02 to 0.2 

>0.2 to 2.0 

>2.0 

Bias QAO Bias QAO 
Values for %R, and %R, values for %RL and %R, 

(noninterfering) (interfering) 

Low: 75% 
High: 125% 

Low: 40% 
High: 175% 

Low: 50% 
High: 150% 

Low: 30% 
High: 200% 

Low: 75% 
High: 125% 

Low: 30% 
High: 200% 

Low: 75% 
High: 125% 

Low: 50% 
High: 150% 

III.A.4 Rapid Commercialization Initiative Test 
Bio-Imaging Research Inc. was engaged in a Program Research and 

Development Agreement (PRDA) and a Rapid Commercialization Initiative 
with the Department of Energy, EM-50. The agreement requires BIR to 
develop information sufficient to establish compliance with applicable 
National TRU Program waste characterization requirements and associated 
quality assurance performance criteria. This effort requires an objective 
demonstration of the BIR waste characterization system. As with the CEP 
project, the goal of the RCI test project is to provide a mechanism from which 
evidence can be derived to substantiate nondestructive assay capability and 
utility statements for the BIR system. The performance evaluation 
parameters and criteria used in the RCI project are as indicated for the CEP. 
Similar to the CEP test project, the RCI test utilized test samples with 
configurations representative of a large population of waste types in 
inventory at the INEEL RWMC. 
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IILB IMPACT Test Descriptions and Performance 
All data presented in this section were obtained using the UCSF-MLEM 

image reconstruction and assay code. During PDP cycle 2 we were not ready to 
officially participate, but we were able to gain access to one of the two drums. 
This drum has an ethafoam matrix and was loaded with 4 PDP standards 
(three 0.3 g and one 0.03 g of WG Pu).[PDP97a] The attenuation caused by the 
drum and ethafoam matrix was measured by ACT, which required 17 slices 
with a ray sum integration time of 10 s. 

We ran several complete-sampled PCT scans (14 ray sums, 21 projections, 
and 17 slices) with different ray sum integration times as shown in Figure 
III.B-1. This data showed that as the integration time decreased the assay 
result increased. The increasing amounts of additional Pu mass is attributed 
to a poor counting statistics resulting in an incorrect use of the background in 
the passive sinogram data since the MLEM algorithm does not accept 
negative values (see Section II.B.3). Thus, for signals that approach a 
background level of zero we end up with a positive background overall since 
the negative values are set to zero and this results in a positive assay bias 
when using the MLEM optimization algorithm. Methods applied to account 
for this bias are not always successful; thus, we developed the CCG method as 
described in Section II.B.3. Until this algorithm research is completed we need 
to use integration times that are sufficiently long to provide a background 
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Figure IILB-1 Summary of the IMPACT UCSF-MLEM assay results as a 
function of ray-sum integration time for PDP cycle 2 ethafoam-matrix (PDP002) 
drum with 0.93 g of WG Pu. Some integration times were repeated two or 
three times. Fraction recovered is our measured result relative to true. 
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above zero and a signal that is above the background. Of course, the 
integration time required is a direct function of the activity of the drum and 
its attenuating matrix. For example, we show below (PDP cycle 3) that for high 
activity drums we’ve not yet seen this positive bias at short integration times. 

A 15 measurement replicate study was completed for one of the four 
QAPP activity ranges. Three PDP standards (one 3 g and two 0.3 g of WG Pu) 
were loaded into the combustible (PDP003) matrix drum. For all scans 9 slices 
were obtained. The ACT ray sum integration time was 15 s. Results for a 
complete-sampled (14 ray sums, 21 projections, and 9 slices with a ray sum 
integration time of 25 s) PCT data set and an under-sampled PCT data set are 
shown in Figure III.B-2. The complete-data set results in a total bias or %R of 
80.4 with a %RSD of 2.8, which meets QAPP requirements. 

The under-sampled data were obtained by computationally removing 
every other ray and projection from the complete-sample data set. This 
results in a 4X reduction of the complete-data set or 7 ray sums, 9 projections 
and 9 slices. The under-sampled data %RSD is 3.9 with a %R of 79.0. Since the 
difference in these two data sets is ~2% and both meet QAPP requirements, 
we conclude that we can use the under sampling protocol to assay a drum, 
and do it in one quarter the passive data acquisition time. The under-sampled 
results were verified experimentally in subsequent tests (not discussed here). 

LLNL formally participated in and passed PDP cycle 3. This test consisted of 
the combustible-matrix drum with 7 PDP standards (50, 15, two 3, 0.3 and two 
0.03 g) resulting in a total of 71.36 g WG Pu; and the glass-matrix drum with 4 
PDP standards having a total of 98.3 g WG Pu.[PDP97b] All ACT scans 
consisted of 17 slices with a ray-sum integration time of 6 s. 

The PCT data consisted of 7 ray sums, 9 projections and 17 slices with a 20 s 
ray sum integration time. Our assay results are summarized in Figure II1.B3. 
For the drum with the combustible matrix (71.36 g WG Pu), the measured 
mean is 47.1 g. The total bias (%R) is 66.0 with a %RSD of 0.58. For the drum 
with the glass matrix (98.3 g WG Pu), the measured mean is 69.9 g, a total bias 
of 71.1 with a %RSD of 0.84. The average of the total bias and %RSD is 68.5 
and 0.7, respectively. Therefore, the bias of IMPACT seems to be about 30% 
low for all mass amounts. A representative 3-D surface rendered PCT image 
of the 239Pu source distributions in the PDP cycle 3 glass-matrix drum (PDP004) 
is shown in Figure III.B-4. 
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Replicate scans of PDP 003 (combustibles) with 3.6 g WG Plutonium 

Figure III.B-2 Summary of IMPACT UCSF-MLEM 15 replicate measurements 
for the combustible-matrix (PDP003), 3.6 g WG Pu drum. Complete- and 
under-sampled (by a factor of 4) data are shown for comparison. 

Cycle-3 results for PDP drum 003 and 004 

l PDP 004 m PDP 003 

Accuracy 66.1% 

8 0.7 
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Figure 1II.B3 Summary of the IMPACT UCSF-MLEM assay results for PDP 
cycle 3 combustible (PDP003) and glass (PDP004) matrices with 71.36 and 98.3 g 
of WG Pu, respectively. 
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Figure III.B-4 Representative 3-D surface rendered PCT image of the 239Pu 
source distribution in the PDP cycle 3 glass-matrix drum. The standards 
within this drum (PDP004) consisted of WG Pu: 65 g at OR (R is the drum 
radius), 30 g at 0.5R, 3 g at O.SR, and 0.3 g at OR at a height from the bottom of 
the drum of 40.6,17.8,0, and 12.7 cm, respectively. Note that 3 of the 4 
standards were recovered; however, the smallest standard was not recovered. 

Two additional measurements were made on the glass matrix to better 
understand the system bias at short integration times. PCT measurements at 
10 and 5 s ray-sum integration times gave 69.4 and 69.1 g, respectively. These 
results agree with the 20 s PCT assay to within 1%. Thus, for signals above the 
system noise our assay results are independent of ray-sum integration times. 

1II.C WIT/A&PCT Test Descriptions and Performance 

All data presented in this section were obtained using the UCSF-MLEM 
image reconstruction and assay code. The WIT scanner formally participated 
in and passed the CEP, RCI, and PDP Cycle-4 performance tests. For all tests it 
was important to assay as many drums as possible in a limited amount of 
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time. Thus it was decided to acquire and analyze A&PCT data in -22 hours. 
This allowed BIR to acquire both NDE and NDA data for each drum within a 
24 hour period. This was imposed by field and test conditions. Occasionally, 
we were able to run a drum over a weekend. We used this longer assay time 
to acquire data on high-attenuating and/or low-activity waste drums. This 
data was acquired only by BIR personnel (a technician). BIR allowed LLNL to 
look at all A&XT data acquired and analyzed on the WIT trailer. For the RCI 
test we manually analyzed the PCT spectroscopy data to provide isotopic 
analysis for the final assay report. In the CEP and PDP data analysis we 
assumed that the waste forms assayed contained only weapons grade Pu. 

The CEP performance measures consisted of drums with metals, molten 
salt extraction (MSE) salts, Raschig rings, and sludge loaded with 3.97,46.0, 
0.961, and 1.5311 g of 239Pu, respectively. The CEP test protocol required the 
measurement of eight replicates on each test drum. The replicate data allows 
for the determination of an average %R and %RSD for each test drum. The 
performance results for the WIT/A&PCT technology as determined by the 
CEP evaluation are shown in Table III.C.-1. The CEP test drum total alpha- 
Curie average %R and %RSD is 125% and 2.9%,” respectively. Therefore, the 
CEP test bias of WIT/A&PCT is about 25% high. 

The RCI surrogate drums contained glass, combustible, and metal matrices 
with 2.22, 0.933, and 0.747 g of 239Pu and 6.96, 1.01 and 0.804 mg of 241Am, 
respectively. The RCI actual TRU waste drums contained graphite, 
combustible, Raschig rings, and filters with 24.4, -0.02, 10.1, and 76.3 g of 239Pu, 
and 36,0.03,50, and 280 mg of 241Am, respectively. The actual waste drum mass 
values are based on best estimates as acquired via the SWEPP NDA system and 
therefore have an uncertainty with them. Due to time limitations associated 
with the RCI project, only a single measure was acquired for each test drum, 
i.e., no replicates. Precision for WIT necessary for scoring the RCI data was 
acquired from other measurement series, e.g., IMPACT and WIT/A&PCT 
QAO testing, PDP and CEP participation. The %RSD determined from these 
other tests were correlated to the appropriate RCI test drum with similar mass 
amounts. The WIT/A&PCT performance results are shown in Table III.C-2. 
The inorganic sludge data is not fully evaluated at this time. The average of 
the RCI total alpha-Curie %R and %RSD is 119 and 3.8, respectively. Therefore, 
the composite bias of WIT/A&PCT for the RCI test is -20% high. 

*’ This value is the average of two different assay measurements-the radiochemistry and 
SWEPP active neutron-based NDA values of 1.35 and 1.71 grams of 23gPu, respectively. 
l2 The RF11 drum has two assay values for which the WIT/A&PCT results were compared 
(Table IILC-1). In our calculations we used the average %R and %RSD of the two RF11 values. 
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Table III.C-1 BIR WIT/A&PCT UCSF-MLEM performance on total alpha activity parameter for CEP test results. 

Test Waste Precision Precision 
WIT %RSD on QAO 

Total a-Ci Total a avg. % Recovery 23gPu 241A m 235U 238 U 
DrumID IDC avg. %R Acceptance Criteria (95% (avg. (avg. (avg. (avg. 

WAJ1 (%RSD) (A,/A,)l Confidence Bounds) %R) %R) %R) %R) 

Lower %R Upper %R 
hrrogates 

SG6 409 1.1 < 7.0 70.7 50.9 149.1 103.5 15.4 - - 
(MSE 
Salts) 

SG9 442 4.2 < 14.0 154.9 33.5 196.5 146.0 284.4 - - 
(Raschig 

ring) 

WETS 

RFll’ 003 5.0 < 14.0 161.4 35.0 195.0 144.9 141.9 0.0 - 
(organic 
sludge) 

_----_-.- ------------------,----------------.----------------------.-------------------------- 
RF113 003 5.9 < 14.0 191.0 35.9 194.1 183.8 242.9 0.0 - 

(organic 
sludge) 

RF20 480 0.8 < 14.0 96.8 30.7 199.3 121.2 28.9 0.0 0.0 
(metals) 

Notes: 1. 
2. 

A, is the true activity and A, is the average measured activity 
Active neutron-based measured mass evaluation 

3. Radiochemistry evaluation 
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Table III.C-2 BIR WIT/A&PCT UCSF-MLEM performance on total alpha activity parameter for RCI test results. 

Test Waste IDC Precision Precision Total c&i % Recovery Acceptance 
Drum WIT QAO Criteria 

23gPu 

ID %RSD (%RSD) 
avg. %R 
(A,,&)’ (95% Confidence Bounds) 

(%R) 

WAJ1 Lower %R Upper %R 

1RF 300 (graphite) 7.1 < 7.0 127 57.4 142.6 122.0 

2RF 336 (moist < 18.0 Below DL - - Below 
combustibles) DL 

1SG 440 (glass) 3.89 < 14.0 141.4 32.2 197.8 139.7 

3RF 442 (Raschig ring) 2.95 < 14.0 122 33.1 196.9 133.0 

2SG 330 (dry 4.15 < 14.0 162.5 32.5 197.5 149.9 
combustibles) 

4RF 376 1.54 < 7.0 86 51.6 148.4 91.0 
(filters/insulation) 

3SG 480 (metals) 4.15 < 14.0 179.6 33.5 196.5 174.0 

5RF2 001 (inorganic 2.73 c 7.0 14.9 51.2 148.8 107.0 
sludge) 

Notes: 1. A, is the true activity and A, is the avera e measured activity. 
2. 5RF data not fully evaluated by LMITC 8 INEEL at this time. 
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The PDP Cycle 4 performance measurements used the drums containing 
combustible and zero (or empty) waste matrices loaded with 6.66 (two 3 g, two 
0.3 g and two 0.03 g of WG Pu) and 98.3 g (one 50 g, one 30 g, one 15 g, one 3 g 
and one 0.3 g of WG Pu) of WG Pu, respectively. The combustible and zero (or 
empty) waste matrices 239Pu gram amounts are 6.16 and 92.27 g, respectively. The 
test results are summarized in the PDP report for Cycle 4.[PDP97c ] The total 
alpha-Ci %R and %RSD are 99.06 and 1.54 and 109.83 and 2.95 for the empty and 
combustible drums, respectively. The average of the PDP alpha-Ci %R and 
%RSD is 104 and 2.2, respectively. The weighted alpha-Ciaverage of the three 
tests (CEP, RCI and PDP) %R and %RSD is 119 and 3.3, respectively. 

Several different radioactive isotopes within actual waste drums have been 
detected while WIT was at LLNL, RFETS, INEEL and NTS. A summary of these 
isotopes is presented in Table 1II.C3. 

Table 1II.C3 Radionuclides identified in waste bv BIR WIT/A&PCT. 

I 1 Other 1 Other I 
U & TRU Actinides a Radionuclides-source 

235 U *08Tl 
238 U *19Rn 

**Na - F(a,p) 

40K - bckgd. 
I I 

237NP a I 223Ra I 6oco - fpc I 
238pUb 

239P U 

227T h 

243C m 

137cs - fp 
*llI’b - bckgd. 

240P U 

241P U 

241A m 

249Cf *14Bi - bckgd. 

Notes: a. Primarily identified in LLNL waste drums at NTS; some 
were identified in drums at LLNL, RFETS and INEEL. 

b. 23*Pu can be seen in samples enriched in this isotope, but 
most waste drums contain WG Pu and its percentage 
abundance is too small for its gamma-rays to be detected. 

c. j@ is fission product. 

1II.D Summary of A&PCT Performance 

A summary of IMPACT’s and WIT/A&XT’s performance results in 
terms of 239Pu mass for the %R and %RSD parameters are shown in Table 
III.D-1 and Figures III.D-1 and III.D-2. Here, we only report the 239Pu mass 
results for surrogate drums since the 239Pu mass within these surrogate drums 
is precisely known and NIST traceable. The actual CEP and RCI waste drum 
data is excluded from the table and figures simply because there is uncertainty 
associated with their 239Pu mass. All reported performance measure values 
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are based on the IMPACT and WIT/A&PCT data and UCSF-MLEM image 
reconstruction and assay procedure using the 414-keV peak of 239Pu. Using all 
values reported in Table III.D-1 the average %R and %RSD for IMPACT is 69 
and 0.7, respectively and WIT/A&PCT is 132 and 2.3, respectively. The 
WIT/A&PCT %RSD was determined only using the CEP and PDP data since 
they were the only data with multiple replicates. 

The %R versus increasing gram amounts of 239Pu for the performance test 
demonstrate that the IMPACT UCSF-MLEM assay results are -30% low 
(Figure IILD-1). As mentioned earlier we have reduced this negative bias to 
approximately -10% using the APCT-CCG code (see Figure III.B.3-9). Three of 
the seven WIT/A&XT scanner UCSF-MLEM data are within +lO% of the 
true value. However, there is a grouping near a %R of 145 and one with a %R 
of 175. These large positive biases are most likely due to insufficient counts 
resulting in a large positive bias as expected. The 0.7 %RSD for IMPACT is 
lower than that for WIT/A&PCT, 2.3-this is only for the CEP and PDF’ data 
%RSD, which are the only true measures of %RSD for WIT/A&&CT. 

Table III.D-1: IMPACT and WIT UCSF-MLEM blind test results for surrogate drums. 
Drum Measurement 

Rep. # %R for %RSD 
Test (grams Sample ID 23gPu mass for 239Pu 

System1 23gPu)2 (Matrix) mass 
IMPACT Drum 003 
PDP-3 (66!87) (Comb.) 

66.06 0.58 

IMPACT Drum 004 
PDF’-3 (92611) (Glass) 

71.21 0.84 

WIT l-SG 
RCI (2:2) (Glass) 

139.7 2.B3 

WIT 
(0.9133) 

2-SG 
RCI (Comb.) 

149.9 2.74 

WIT 3-SG 
RCI (0.:47) (Metals) 

174.0 2.74 

WIT Drum 003 
PDP-4 (6.?6) (Comb.) 

109.9 2.92 

WIT Drum 001 
PDP-4 (92627) (Zero) 

98.73 2.14 

WIT 
cm? (4f.O) (Mzizalt) 

103.53 1.54 

WIT SG-9 
CEP (0.:61) (Raschig) 

145.96 2.67 

Note: 1. The RCI and CEP were both scored by LMlTCO INEEL and the PDP was scored 
by DOE-CA0 [PDP97b, PDP97c]. All data include 6 (PDP) to 8 (RCI & CEP) replicates 

!c 
er drum for these tests. All WIT test measurements were performed at INEEL. 

3. 
Number of replicate scans on top in a parentheses actual 23gPu content in 
Determined from the IMPACT 15 replicate QAO test at 3.6 grams of WG l? 

ams. 
u. 

4. Acquired from the CEP test sample SG-9 at 0.961 *3yPu. 
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IMPACT and WIT accuracy 

0.1 1 10 100 1000 

Figure III.D-1 Percent recovery versus increasing grams of 239Pu for PDP, RCI, and 
CEP performance tests to demonstrate total bias of IMPACT and WIT/A&PCT. 

IMPACT and WIT Precision 

0.1 1 10 100 1000 
Pu239 (gram) 

Figure III.D-2 Percent relative standard deviation versus increasing grams of 239Pu 
for PDP, RCI, and CEP performance tests to demonstrate precision of IMPACT and 
WIT/A&PCT. 
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IV. Implementation/Deployment Status 
LLNL has developed two A&PCT scanners. The first is developed, 

maintained and operated by the Nondestructive and Materials Evaluation 
Section within the Engineering Directorate at LLNL; the second is owned and 
operated by BIR, Inc. and is installed within a mobile trailer. These systems 
have been used to assay a wide range of radioactive transuranic waste. These 
waste forms contained 239Pu mass amounts ranging from -0.5 through -100 g. 
The 239Pu was contained within several different waste matrices typical of the 
DOE inventory, e.g., combustibles, metals, and sludge. 

The preliminary performance of LLNL’s IMPACT scanner using the UCSF- 
MLEM code for surrogate waste drums was determined to have a total bias in 
terms of %R of -70 with a %RSD of 0.7 for combustible and glass matrices. It is 
important to note as discussed in Section II.B.3.3 that the newly developed 
image reconstruction and assay code APCT-CCG shows a %R of -90 a factor of 
three improvement in the negative bias. The performance of the WIT/A&PCT 
scanner using the UCSF-MLEM code for surrogate waste drums was 
determined to have a bias in %R of 132 with a %RSD of 2.3 for a broad range of 
matrices. Additional R&D is required to better understand IMPACT’s negative 
10% bias for good statistical data sets and to reduce the high-positive bias 
observed in both systems for poor statistical data. 

The WIT/A&PCT scanners total bias in %R for drums with 239Pu gram 
amounts of greater than 45 is 101 while that of IMPACT’s using UCSF-MLEM 
is only 70. The only difference between the two scanners is the septa included 
within the WIT/A&PCT detector aperture collimator. The new image 
reconstruction and assay codes are near completion and the APCT-CCG code 
appears to reduce both the positive and negative biases. LLNL is automating 
the isotopic analysis, determining systematic uncertainties and MDCs, and 
validating performance for the four QAPP activity ranges. The total 
measurement uncertainty has been addressed and is being evaluated for 
WIT/A&PCT. 

IV. A Demonstrated Capabilities 

Data acquired to date indicates that the A&XT technology has 
demonstrated that it can localize, quantify and identify TRU isotopes; and that 
this quantification can be done independent of the type of waste matrix. This 
technology has the capability to determine radioactive material quantities on a 
voxel basis, only six-ten thousandths of a 208-liter drum. This helps remove 
nearly 100% of the bias that can arise from nonuniform radioactive material 
and waste matrix distributions. Most of the other NDA technologies use other 
techniques with much greater uncertainty to account for the spatial bias effects. 

Further, we have demonstrated that this technology has been successfully 
transferred from the R&D realm to an industrial partner. They have 
commercialized this technology and have demonstrated that this technology 
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can be incorporated into a mobile laboratory. Through the three test programs 
CEP, RCI and PDP the mobile technology is viable in terms of complying with 
NTP QAPP requirements. Furthermore, the three NDE and one NDA 
technologies incorporated into this mobile laboratory are fully automated and 
are operated by trained technicians. Both the laboratory-based A&PCT system 
(IMPACT) and the mobile-based A&PCT system (WIT/A&PCT) participated 
and passed all of the performance (blind) tests entered to date. 

Again it is important to note that compliance has been demonstrated using 
the simple calibration method of the A&PCT technology. This calibration 
method consists of the measurement of only one NIST traceable point source 
at a known distance and it does not require the use of a suite of calibration 
matrices and assorted radioactive working reference materials (WRMs). The 
entire calibration procedure takes on the order of two hours, as opposed to the 
many months of resource intensive calibration procedures and expensive 
apparatus required by other NDA technologies. 

The A&PCT technology provides measurement times that can be scaled to 
the amount of activity and to the drum fill-height found within a drum by 
the fast survey CGS mode. The CGS mode allows for a quick scan of the waste 
drum to determine the approximate radioactive material location(s) and mass 
amounts. This CGS data allows A&PCT scan times to be customized to 
acquire sufficient statistics and to ensure that accurate measurements are 
made. This feature provides for optimal count times to obtain desired 
accuracy and precision within the shortest period of time. 

1V.B Limitations 

Each specific NDE and NDA technology has intrinsic limitations that 
derive from the physical basis of their measurement process. The A&PCT 
technology is a gamma-ray based tomographic technique, hence it cannot 
quantify isotopes that do not emit gamma-rays. The CA0 requirement to 
report 9oSr, a pure beta emitter, cannot be measured by this technology or any 
other commonly used NDA technology. 

Another unfortunate limitation of all gamma-ray based NDA 
technologies arises from the very low branching ratios characteristic of many 
gamma-ray transitions found in transuranic isotopes of interest to NTP. As 
an example, the isotope of most interest to NTP, 239Pu, has a branching ratio 
of only lo-’ for its 414-keV gamma-ray transition. Although the lOO-keV 
gamma-ray transitions found in many transuranic isotopes of interest do 
have larger branching ratios, they are more highly attenuated and result in 
poorer statistical data for a fixed integration time. Long transuranic half lives 
and low gamma-ray transition branching ratios are the primary reasons that 
the AH’CT technology is stated to be “physics limited.” We cannot make a 
long half life transuranic isotope decay faster nor increase its branching ratio 
to gives us a counting rate higher than nature allows. 
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The physics limited aspects of long-half lives and small branching ratios 
and the tomographic measurement protocol all contribute to a reduction in 
waste drum throughput. This situation has the greatest impact on those 
drums having low transuranic alpha-activity amounts (0.002 - 0.02 a-Ci) and 
those near the MDC limit. For low activity drums measurement times must 
be longer to obtain better counting statistics to provide more accurate assays. 
The best we can do to solve the physics limited and throughput limitations is 
to increase the number of detectors and thereby reduce measurement time (or 
increase our sensitivity) while still preserving the principles of tomographic 
imaging and assay. We are currently upgrading the technology to a multiple 
detector system to address this limitation (see section IV.C.1). 

In certain circumstances, there may be a large increase in throughput 
gained by implementing a scan geometry that differs from traditional 
computed tomography. For example, sludge drums are a challenge to gamma- 
ray-based assay systems, particularly in the transmission mode. In the passive 
mode, the internal isotopic sources only need to penetrate half the diameter 
of the drum to be detected; however, in the active/transmission mode, near 
the center of the drum the transmission gamma rays need to penetrate the 
entire diameter of the drum before they are detected. Acquiring active data on 
sludge drums can be a time consuming effort because each ray sum requires a 
long integration time to collect the necessary statistics for image 
reconstruction. Increasing the active source strength is one method to 
improve this situation; however, there are problems associated with license 
thresholds, safety of personnel, size and weight of the required shielding, and 
saturation of the detectors when the sludge is not in the field of view (i.e., the 
drum may not be filled all the way to the top with sludge). 

Another limitation may be related to the A&PCT technology’s ability to 
correct for large transuranic lumps (or clumps) of material greater than several 
millimeters in extent. For example, l-mm diameter-sized spheres of a TRU 
isotope are preferentially self attenuating of their own lower-energy gamma 
emissions. Larger lumps may not be properly imaged by the ACT transmission 
method since they occupy a very small fraction of the voxel volume. Thus, 
the proper quantification of such lumps of TRU material would derive by 
combining results from NDE digital radiography and/or tomography with the 
NDA A&PCT results, and perhaps even with passive NDA neutron based 
measurements. This is just one example where the fusion of data from one or 
several NDE modes with data from neutron- and gamma-ray based NDA 
systems may provide more accurate waste drum characterization. 

1V.C Future Development Activities 

There are six areas associated with the A&PCT technology that are currently 
being developed or should be further developed. They include multiple 
detectors, “smart” scanning techniques to shorten drum scan times, further 
optimization of the automated isotopic analysis program, continued testing of 
lump correction techniques, further investigation into the apparent bias as a 
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function of mass, and the fusion of other NDE and NDA modalities that could 
lead to more accurate assay values and more complete waste characterizations. 

IV.C.l Multiple Detector Development 
As mentioned in the previous section, one limiting restriction to the 

A&XT technology is the relatively long scan time required to assay a drum. 
In part, long scan times are due to the use of only a single HPGe detector for 
recording data, and the overhead (time spent) associated with discrete 
movement of the drum when no data is acquired. We are working on 
methods to reduce data acquisition scan times in the ACT and PCT modes 
without compromising the accuracy of the assay.[ROB97] 

We are working with BIR to upgrade the WIT/A&XT scanner to 
incorporate multiple detectors and to include a continuous motion scanning 
mode. Figure IV.C.l-1 shows the expected speed up of the new scanner (red 
and green lines), and is compared to the current single-detector A&PCT 
scanner (blue line). The ACT and PCT ray sum integration times used for a 
drum assay are dependent on the waste matrix gamma-ray attenuation and 
the activity level of the transuranic radioisotopes. Depending on the ray sum 
integration times used, the new A&PCT system design should reduce the 
counting time by a factor of 10 for the long integration times currently 
required to assay low-activity waste and to perhaps as much as a factor of 40 
for the highest levels of radioactive waste. 

Total scan time versus integration time 

1 
6 Detector’ System 

0.1 

0.01 
0.1 I IO 100 

Integration time (sec.) 

Figure IV.C.l-1: The total active and passive assay scan times required for 
various A&PCT scanner configurations plotted as a function of ray-sum 
integration time. The ray-sum integration times shown are the same for both 
active and passive modes. 
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IV.C.2 Smart Scan Techniques 
There are methods that will increase the throughput of the A&XT 

technology. One solution may be to develop a “smart” scanning scenario for 
dense (>0.7 g/cm3) waste drums. If they are found to be relatively 
homogeneous when evaluated by an NDE radiographic or transmission CT 
system, then a single ray sum of the drum and matrix is all that is required to 
computationally construct the active volume image. This smart scanning 
method would decrease the active counting time by a factor of up to 1000. 
There may be other smart scanning scenarios that are waste matrix 
dependent. These could be studied and also used to increase waste drum 
throughput. 

IV.C.3 Automated Isotopic Analysis 
We have developed an automated isotopic analysis program for any TRU 

waste stream. This program is designed to be flexible enough so that it can be 
tailored to variable waste streams. Our experience in analyzing TRU waste 
isotopics will improve over time and reveal changes and additions that could 
even improve the isotopic analysis code. These enhancements may include 
the addition of isotopes that were not initially expected in the TRU waste 
streams, and optimization for isotopes that occur more than originally 
expected. Incorporating these and other future experiences will lead to a 
more robust automated operation of the code. 

IV.C.4 Lump Corrections 
Lump correction is required when the size of the radioactive material or 

lump being assayed is massive enough to self-attenuate its own gamma-ray 
emissions. Although we have developed a method to correct for the self- 
attenuation expected from certain size lumps of Pu, it may be possible to 
improve this technique by other methods. Just recently PDP standards that 
exhibit self-attenuation problems have become available. These PDP sources 
are well characterized and should reveal what methods show the most 
promise for solving this problem. However, these sources should also be used 
to evaluate and optimize current methods that show promise for solving the 
lump problem. Further work may be necessary in this area to develop new 
methods or improve existing methods for lump corrections. 

One possible solution to this problem is to use a high-spatial resolution 
transmission computed tomography volume image fused with the A&XT 
image to identify where TRU lumps are located. If the TRU lumps can be 
identified within the transmission CT image, a segmentation process can be 
performed on the volume to extract the objects. Segmentation is a process 
that is used to remove an object of interest from a CT volume image based on 
pixel values and connectivity.[BOS96] Once the TRU lump is computationally 
removed, the volume can be determined from the dimensionally correct 
pixel number that represents the object. If this method is feasible, it could be 
implemented on a system like the WIT trailer because it contains a 
transmission CT scanner that has adequate spatial resolution. 
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IV.C.5 Assay Bias Evaluation 
Data acquired to date indicates an apparent bias as a function of mass. We 

have investigated and partially addressed this situation. For example, the 
negative 30% IMPACT bias obtained using the UCSF-MLEM code for assays 
was reduced to only a negative 10% bias using the APCT-CCG code on the 
same data. We also have reduced the positive bias but not significantly. Thus, 
we are not thoroughly convinced that this bias is completely resolved; 
therefore, further evaluation is needed. 

IV.C.6 Data Fusion 
Data fusion is the process of integrating the results from both NDE and 

NDA characterization techniques to achieve a more accurate assay or to 
increase the confidence of an assay. The potential of this integration has yet 
to be realized. The integration of A&PCT quantitative data and NDE high- 
spatial resolution data may solve problems related to lump corrections as 
mentioned above. Also, NDE radiographs or CT images can be used to 
determine information about the homogeneity of a drum that in turn can be 
used to determine the optimum A&PCT scan geometry that should be used to 
obtain maximum throughput. The integration of other NDA assay modes 
with A&PCT data sets will provide increased accuracy and confidence. 
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Appendix A 
Reportable TRU Isotopes 

In general, most of the wastes at DOE sites contain primarily weapons 
grade (WG) plutonium (-94% 239Pu); but some sites have wastes with fuel 
grade Pu (-88% 239Pu) and reactor grade Pu (-80% 239Pu). More importantly, 
selected sites have wastes with other actinides besides WG Pu. Examples are 
wastes containing heat source Pu (highly enriched 238Pu) at Mound, SRI’, 
PNL, and LANL; wastes with enhanced amounts of 241JArn (RFETS, INEEL); 
wastes with unusual uranium isotopic content (ORNL, INEEL, RFETS); and 
sites with trans-plutonium wastes (ORNL, LBNL, LANL). Thus, it is 
incumbent upon the A&XT technology to measure a wide range of gamma 
rays and isotopics. In addition, the Carlsbad Area Office (CAO) Waste 
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Waste Acceptance Criteria ((WAC) may require 
that many of these isotopes be reported in the waste drum characterization. In 
addition, such isotopic results must be available to the several neutron-based 
NDA techniques to characterize TRU wastes. 

It is likely that few, if any, quantitative measurements can be determined 
for gamma rays below 120 keV (the famous lOO-keV region plus the K, and K, 
U and Pu x-rays). These lower energy emissions will generally be highly 
absorbed by either the waste matrix or the waste drum, or both. Whether the 
129-keV gamma ray of 239Pu can be used quantitatively (for lump correction 
purposes or otherwise) remains to be determined. The 59.53-keV gamma ray 
of 24iAm can only be used as a flag or qualitative indicator of the presence of 
americium, since most HPGe detectors used for drum analyses will use 
cadmium or indium prefilters. However, gamma rays lying in the 140- to 
210-keV region should be quantitatively analyzed ‘as often as possible. 

The selected gamma rays shown for the isotopes listed in Tables A-l and 
A-2 are those recommended to be looked for in every gamma-ray spectrum 
acquired by A&PCT. Not all of these isotopes will be present in every waste 
drum, yet limits must be set on their presence in the waste in order for the 
neutron-based NDA technologies to correctly interpret their results. Table A-l 
lists those TRU isotopes expected to be found in most of the wastes throughout 
the DOE’s waste sites. Table A-2 lists those isotopes that may be found at fewer 
DOE’s waste sites. Depending on where the A&PCT technology is deployed, 
those isotopes listed in the second table may need to be the isotopes of interest. 
The tabular listing suggests that the gamma-ray software search for those listed 
in Table A-l first; and then if none of these are found, the code would 
continue to search for those listed in Table A-2. Finally, for those isotopes 
listed only the more intense and important gamma rays are shown; their 
branching ratios are found elsewhere in standard references. 
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375.02 
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148.56 
159.96 

164.58 
208.0 
267.54 
332.35 
370.93 

W3.l 

W?U 
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237~ 

active isotopes of intere: 
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208.0 
335.43 

368.68 241A m 
662.42 
721.96 

152.70 
742.77 
766.35 238BU 

786.03 
1001.03 

and their gamma-r; 3YS 

143.76 
163.35 235~ 

185.72 

311.90 
340.47 237Np 
415.75 

Table A-2 Rarely encountered radioisotopes and their gamma-rays 

456.00 285.0 2Wf 
508.00 234~ 346.0 
584.00 402.4 247Cm 
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